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Open forum allows students to comment on how their money is spent 
Casey Morriss 
. News Editor 
On Tuesday October 29, the Stu-
present to student council. StuCo must line items to ask questions about Two 
approve the final distribution of activ- groups of note were the Cheerleaders. 
ity fees. and radio station KMNR. 
Around tw·enty different organiza-
tions were represente.d at last 
T uesday 's for um. As each 
organization's turn came up. its SAFB 
The SAFB representative noted 
that the Cheerleaders were on a one 
year probation due to some misuse of 
funds in previous years. The probation 
dent Activitee Fee Board (SAFB) held contact read a brief statement that de- was to include monthly contact be-
an open forum to announce their 
reccomendations about distribution of 
student ac tivity fees for the 1997-98 
school year. The forum was also de-
signed to give students a chance to ask 
questions and make comments about 
how their activity fees were going to be 
spent. 
Each year, campus organizations 
that wish to recieve money from stu-
dent activity fees have a representative 
talk with a member of SAFB. Together 
they · go over the budget for the 
organzition and discuss whether it will 
recieve more. less, or the same amount 
of money from activity fees as it did the 
previous year. 
The SAFB then puts together 
reccomendations which it presents to 
th~ student body at it's annual open 
forum. Based on questions and com-
ments at the forum, the SAFB then puts 
together final reccomendations to 
scribed the organization." The state-
ment also contained the Fee Board's 
recomendation·of activity fee alotment 
and de;cribed the reasoning used to 
arrive at the recomendation. The 
SAFB representative then introduced a 
representative from the organization 
being discussed, and invited questions 
from the audience. 
Audience members had been given 
copies of financial information for each 
of the organizations being discussed. 
The inforrnat~n inculded the approved 
and actual budget for the 1995 -96 
school year, the approved and esti-
mated actual budget for this Year, and 
the proposed budget for next year. The 
proposed budget included income from 
student activity fees in the amount of 
the SAFB .suggestion. 
The discussion for most groups 
proceeded relatively smoothly with 
students singling out only a few budget 
tween the Cheerleaders and the SAFB 
to make sure that money was being 
spent as budgeted. The monthly meet-
ing was also meant to promote accurate 
financial record keeping which, ac-
cording to the Board, has been lacking 
in the past. 
Questions presented to the Cheer-
leaders focused on the misuse of funds 
and the lack of record keeping as well 
as how money was being spent in rela-
tion to Cheerleader jackets. 
Another group about which there 
was much discussion was the student 
run radio station KMNR. The SAFB 
member presenting KMNR's budget 
announced that the budget handed out 
to the audience was incorrect and pre-
sented another budget via an overhead 
projector. The Board recomenpation 
was to maintain KMNR's student ac-
see Fees, page 18 
Gilmore selected as Scholar Athlete 
Kim Gerke 
Staff Writer 
Brian Gilmore, linebacker for the 
University of 
Missouri Rolla 
Miners, has been 
selected as one of 
the 1996 scholar 
athletes by the 
National Football 
Foundation and 
College Hall of 
Fame. A post-




study, will be 
awarded to the 16 
Brian Gilmore 
members of this squad by the founda-
tion. 
All recipients of the award must 
be in their final year of eligibility at 
their respective institution, have a cu-
mulative GPA of at least 3.0 on a 4.0 
scale, and have sh<.>wn superior aca-
demic application and performance. In· 





Tim Tibesar of 
the University 
of North Dakota 





see Gilmore, page 18 
Ii' , . 
Career Opportunities ~enter and students celebrate forty years of cooperative edu 
Over the past 40 years, thousands of UMR sutdents have particapated in the Cooperative Education Program. Professional work experience 
salaried income continue to stand out as two of the top benefits that attract students to the program. In this anniversary year, two UMR 
Craig Gutierrez and Tricia Rudloff, tell about their personal co-op experiences in their own words. 
Tricia Rudloff, Mechanical Engineering major 
Participation in the Universities co-op program can provide not 
only work experience, but also exposure to business, and an 
engineer's place in it. I co-oped at a small Georgia-Pacific plant 
work ing in quality control, and again for Corporate Engineering at 
Anheuser-Busch as a projecl engineer. 
These two diverse companies and experiences have given me a 
full piclure of the broad field of Mechanical Engineering. Before co-
oping, I had no idea whi<:h nrea of Mechanical Engineering I wished 
to pursue upon graduating. Now, I can seek Ihe exacl posilion and 
company Ihal will beSI suit me. 
Also, Ihe exposure 10 Ihe field which I am studying, has given me 
a new fo und interest in my classes. I am able to rei ale Ihe Iheory of 
the classroom to the practical applications I saw in the field, making 
my classes more meaningful and inleresling .. 
Alternating co-op sessions al lows for a break from UMR class-
work, and keeps both school and work fTesh. I always looked 
forward 10 the nexl semesler when my activilies would be new and 
different. Co-op also means an advenlure, and exploring a new cily 
and new places. 
"An offer! My first engineering offer! I'm going to work 
Chemical!" These were my fISt thoughts after o~ning the 
envelope. Here is an account of my co-op experience wilh the 
fifth largest chemical company. 
During the course of my first term, at Texas Operations 
am currently studying, and some topics I will study in the 
though the plant's title docs not have the glory or SOI)h~;tic:ati(ID ~1 
others, I enjoy the comfort of knowing 'will iIIways have ajob 
every ciry and town must have waste waler treatment 
Learning the material in real situations gave me insight as to 
c lasses are preparing me to do. This is helping me stay focused 
now. 
not as interested in Research and Development as I nre'Vi(IUslv Ih .. ,oiI 
I also became aware of where jobs will be available in my 
graduating. I grew up in a community of approximately 
suddenly I found myself living in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 
500,000. Adapting to this environment was not particularly 
Perhaps mosl import anI is the adv anlage work experience brings 
to the resume of any graduating student. In addilion to the academic 
background I have received, I can also offer an employer 16 months 
o f experience, .which makes me a more desirable prospect for hire. 
Two students with otherwise equal credentials are no longer equal 
if one of them has co-oped. 
ing fro me, but students of a similar background should cortsidlenillllIHI".nsurning 
I encourage all students 10 'partic ipate in the co-op program. I 
found illo be an invaluable experience which will affect not only Ihe 
lime spent working, but your UMR career and your future in the 
work-force. Craig Gutierrez and Trlcla Rudloff 
their degree might relocate them. 
From my experiences ,. not only learned the underlying 
tals of waste water treatment, but also what other co-ops were 
That, in tum, let me know many of the other opportunities 
company and in my career field in general. Experiencing the 
dynamics also showed me what to expect when I enter the 
such as office politics. 
I know I am more confident after the experience, so I 
others to do the same. 
Researchers study shuttle exhaust cac dinner teaches eating/etiquette to seni 
a Keith Missey 
~ Staff Writer 
Two researchers from UMR's 
Cloud and Aerosol Sciences Labo-
ralory, Drs. Donald Hagen and 
Phi lip Whi tefield, wi ll conducl 
leSls on Ihe space shullle's exhausl 
plume afler the shull le launches on 
November 8. 
The leslS will be conducled at 
Cape Canaveral , Florida, as parI of 
an Air Force-sponsored research ' 
program called "Rocket Impacl on 
Stratospheric Ozone." 
White fie ld explained , "We 
will invesligate the immediate and 
local impact of a shuttle launch on 
the ozone layer. We can do alllhe 
modeling on Earth thaI we want, 
but the only way 10 prove Ihese 
models is to tesl Ihe aClual ex-
haust." 
The lests will be conducted by 
means of nn Air Force WB57 that 
will perform fig ure-eighls afler Ihe 
sh'ull le's lakeoff. The NASA-oper-
see Shutt le, page 1 B 
Casey Morriss 
News Editor 
"Good manners are go~d busi-
ness." This was the impelus behind Ihe 
Eliquette Dinner held lasl Sunday in 
UniversilY Cenler East. The evenl, 
which was sponsored by Ihe Career 
Opportunil ies Ceqler (COC), was de-
signed 10 leach students c lose 10 gradu-
alion how 10 act in a fo rmal dinner. The 
COC largeled seniors since they may 
encounler such a selting in an inler-
"Knowing thesy manners will give . their belief that manners have an . 
you the confidence to concentrate on 
the conversation al your dinner, and 
keep you from worrying about which 
. water glass is yours," said COC direc-
lor Jamie Archer. 
The event Slarled at 5:30 wilh hors 
d'oeurvres. Then the sludenls localed 
their placecard and stood behind Iheir 
seal. (The firsl etiquelte rule of Ihe 
evening was Ihal you wail for everyone 
al your table to arrive before silling.) 
Each lable sal about seven sludents and 
one "host." 
The hos l was a member of UMR's 
fac ulty or slllff picked by the COC for 
their inleresl in h~lping sludents and 
ber or May, featured soup, 
upcoming course. 
Two of Ihe most imporlanl 
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The .Age of the Computer Glitch 
j{n ttfitoria£ 6y Copy MalU1!Jtr!RJIan sfiawgo 
In today's world of technology everything we do is based on computers. When was the last time you 
sat down at you desk, pulled out your manual typewriter, and began typing. For most of us that waS not 
very recently, if ever. Americans rely on computers far too much today. We take for granted that the 
computers will always be t.here and will always work. What happens if one does not work for some reason? 
This question was recently answered in one of my classes this semester. The professor waited until 
the last minute to print out the tese Unfortunately something was wrong with either the way th.ings were 
set up on his computer or the network. The professor walked into cla~s about five minutes late and did 
not have the tesL There was a linle debate about what to do; then he wrote the ftrst question on the board 
and proceeded from there. Many prof~sors feel that it is dangerous to print out the test in advance in lieu 
that someone might get their hands on it and spoil the great surprise for everyone. There are some 
professors on this campus who do not even make up the test until an hour or two before the time of the 
tesL' Everyone on this campus knows that software is prone to crashe. The computer could crash at any 
given moment depending on its mood at that given moment, losing all data that had been fed to it. 
I am not saying that the world should go back to the dark ages where typewriters and ditto machines 
were all the world knew, but maybe a little advance planning might be in order. Me, personally, I would 
rather have a computer generated test sitting in front of me rather than a h~nd sketched version scrawled 
on a chalkboard. However, without the use of computers, this paper would be very difficult and time 
consuming to produce (think of life with no backspace key or undo bunon). 




More impressive than what 
researcll programs spend 
Since 1949 the AHA has invested almost $1.4 billion in 
biomedical research. Discoveries we've funded have made 
history. And given her a future. To learn more about how 
we're helping to .;ave lives, call1-800-AHA-USAI, or . , If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever 
online at http://www.amhn.org. FRIENDS DON'T LET fRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
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CARGILL PRODUCTION w 
MANAGEMENT SCIIOLARSHIPS ~ 1 Six eligible students will receive 




Cargill is a privately held global corporation with an excellent record of integrity, 
leadership and growth. The company operates in over 900 location~ in 60 
countries and employs over 70,000 people. Cargill wants to reward. promising 
students! 
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WHO IS ELIGIBLE: Sophomore Chemical and 
Mechanical Engineering ~tudents with a 3.0' or better 
GPA and interests in Production Management. (Students 
must h~ve the right to wQrk in the United States.) 
HOW TO~PPLV: Obtain a Scholarship application 
form at the University Placement Office. 
, , APPLICATION 'DEADLINE: . 'December I, 1996 
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Wily WE'RE A N'ATioN of IdioTs ... 
TkE AfRicAN ElEpkANT, 'Tk~ PRESidENTiAL ELECTioN 
Scott Mitchell 
Columnist 
Quote of the Day: "Bob Dole wants 
to be your fIrSt lady." -Bob Dole, 
after fmding out he isn't as popu-
lar . as President Clinton, but is 
more popular than Hillary. Ha! 
You've probably noticed 
something a little different about 
the format of my column this 
week. A quote of the day, at the 
top of the paper, even! I know, I 
know ... crazy! 
I've been thinking (yeah, yeah, . 
at it again) that the topics I cover 
may be too trivial. The presiden-
ti.d election, Proposition A, rac-
ism, illiteracy, etc. So, in honor of 
Bill Cosby's birthday, I am going 
to write about Pudding Pops. 
Okay, just kidding, that's next 
week 
I figure it important that I make at . 
least some mention of the election, 
since it only happens every few years. 
This brings me to the ' heart of my 
article, which some ca\l an anomaly to to alJow us to chooSe our next preside"t 
English language ~d : others ca\l an as weU II§ many federal and state Con-
embarrass'ment to the English lan- gress people. 
guage. I ' calJ it ' Zoro, the Spanish The best thing about yesterday, 
horseman with the mysterious black though, was not the chance for our ' 
mask. opinions to ~ heanl., but the end of 
It's been a good eight months of those . annoying campaign ads. Rest 
• assured that not for another four 
serious, annoying campaigning, ·but 
now, finalJy, the race is over. Yes, 
yesterday (assuming this article gets 
published on time) the ballots opened 
years will you have to listen to 
Perot informing voters to "vote 
their conscience." 
Other great advantages iri-
clude not having to see Bob Dole 
and the assurance that comedians 
will still have Clinton's infidelity 
to make jokes about for another 
four years . . 
More impor.tantly, however, 
today marks the first Wednesday of 
November, a day celebrated by' 
feast and festival in the African 
nation of Gambia. 
Gambia, of course, is home to 
more ·than 70% of the African el-
ephant population, a s pecies be-
come quickly extinct. 
It is important, however, that we, 
as a nation, protect the dying African 
see World; page 19 
rHe MINeR MUSIC 'RevIew 
Jlmbob 
Musk Reviewer 
Ok folks, lets see where we are. 
Midterms? Did it. Halloween? Done 
it. Thanksgiving? Well, it will soon be 
done also. You are sure to ask what in 
God's name am I trying to say here eh? 
Well, not to sure myself, however, the 
semester is going by quicker then ex-
pecled. The music reviews are going. 
strong and I am getting input from you 
the readers which is great Please keep 
it up. 
I wasn't able to get the list of bands 
. from the Open Hand for this week's 
.concert list..but hopefully it. will be 
·ihere next week, so be sure ro keep. an ". 
' eye out 
I think this town was in dire need of 
a club/place to socialize that has live 
entertainment The same 01' drink and 
watch sports has gotten a bit stale. 
I do wish that Blues Hockey would '. 
\~ back on St Louis Channel II, 
Prime Network realJy peeves me (buy-
ing the' rights to all games leaving 
ESPN Hockey Nights ana Fox with 
nothing), but I will leave the spOrts 
reviews and that oh so informative 
concert list.. .. 





Sound Quality: 7 
It has been a while since COC has 
put out an album, the last was Deliver-
ance in 1994. The one song that really 
made that album had to be "Albatross. " 
"aggravations in the sports section. So .' . 
let's move oil to'sO!Ile ihterestii:tg,mtiSjo ;: .:. . , 
--~. • "'~: • ....- .~.-~..:. ~~. ~/"\'" ", ;So 
The song has a lot of meaning and can 
truly never burnt out even when played 
over and over. 
However, this new album by COC 
hasn't done much for me. "This album 
has the same cool vocals and upbeat 
tempo, but lacking that something 
new. The songs are great, the band is 
great, but I wish ihey could come up 
with some sort of different sound. . 
I couldn't pick a favorite song on 
this album because, they all sound 
alike. I rea\Jy don't like ragging on a 
'band that has been around for quite 
some time and has talent, but I can't 
see these guys making it much longer if 
they don't try something new. 
I just hope that these guys don't 
burn themselves out like Dokken did 
back in the late 80's. 
My suggestion to you is that if you 
are a diehard fali of COC, then get the 
album, else just pick up a few releases 
inclurung .Deliv~rance and y~u will 







Sound Quality: 7 
Jimboli 
This is the second major label re-
lease from Philadelphia based group 
The Roots. Their name seems fitting 
enough as they were around when rap 
was created and watched it evolve into 
what it is today. 
, .' " If one word was used to describe 
this CD, it would have to be "true." . It 
is truly rare to fmd rap groups who play 
their own instruments, produce, arid 
make music the old-fashioned way'~ 
~'- 'Each song is a complex blend of caten)' 
melodies, guitar samples and juicy· 
bass lines. 
Overall, the album has a mello~ 
mood to it created from the- slow beat 
and soothing vocals. Female singi{lg ' 
as well as accomplished sax~ : 
and trumpet players appear 'in 
various tracks throughout. 
There is no doubt The Roots will 
have success with this release. With 
almost 80 minutes of musi~, you deft· 
.,-
nitely get y~ur money's worth. , _.' 
.~;;;,t:.J.r.;:.-., ... ~~:;"~: ::";:"' ,,;>-:,,~.{.-disJ!~\S .. 
liilllllllllililliiililliiiliiliiiillllliliiililillllliliiillll~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII"IIII""""""" .. ~~~ ...................................... ~~ ........ ~ ___ ... _ J""~ ~ I I~I.)(" Wednesday, November 6, 1996 Page 6 Missouri Miner 
A Closer Lo0'k: Dr. Tsegga.i Isa.a.c 
• MelilDie Kostedt 
, Staff Writer 
Eritrea is a small African country 
sandwiched betwe~n northeastern 
Ethiopia and the Red Sea. 
Dr. Tseggai Isaac, a politi-· 
cal science professor here 
at UMR, is from this state 
that achieved its indepen-
dence from Ethiopian rule 
only five years ago. 
The country now is not 
as it was when he left over 
20 years ago. The once 
beautiful territory is still 
recovering from the devas-
tating effects of civil war. 
Dr. Isaac, growing up 
in Asmara, Eritrea with his 
older brother and sisters, 
was very active in soccer. 
He received his early edu-
cation in a school system 
very similar to that estab-
lished in the United States. 
The educational pro-
gram, which extends from 
kindergarten to grade 12, 
is currently strugglmg to 
for a community action agency for four include American Government, Com-
years in Kankakee before achieving his parative Politics, International Rela-
M.A. degree at Governor's State Uni- tions and Third Wor)d Politics, in such 
versity and his Ph.D. at the Univ.ersity a way that his students grow intellectu-
of Missouri-Columbia. ally as they learn about the world in 
Dr. Isaac's interests gravitated to-
ward teaching because it was some-
thing he enjoyed doing. As a professor, 
which they live. He particularly enjoys 
teaching Third World Politics because 
it is a challenging and dynamic subject. 
Dr. Isaac's current re-
search project involves 
comparing the develop~ 
ment and enactment of the 
political, economic and bu-
reaucratic institutions of 
Ethiopia and Eritrea. · 
He is studying the ca-
pabilities of these institu-
tions and endeavoring to 
determine which country is 
most successful in terms of 
meeting the nee~ of its 
people. 
Dr. Isaac has shared his 
research with some of the 
many organizations in 
which he is actively in-
volved. He is presently a 
member of the Midwest 
Political Science Associa-
tion, the American Politi-
cal Science Association, 
the African Studies Asso-
!lyon Showgo ciation, the Eritrea Studies 
accommodate the large .D_r_,_T_se;;..:g:;g:.a;.I_ls_a_a_c_____________ Association and the Third 
growth in population. World Studies Foundation. 
After coming to the States, Dr. Isaac his major goal is to enhance his skilIs Outside of school, Dr. Isaac spends 
obtained a bachelor of arts degree at so that he can effectively contribute to time with his wife, also from Eritrea. 
Olivet Nazarene University in 
Kankakee, Illinois. He then worked 
the maturation of his students. It is his 
desire that he teach his classes, which see Isaac, page 19 
7k 11~11~, OH ~", 
by Sean Cordes 
Film Fest: It's All True 
Film Festival 
Source 
After 51 years, one of the most 
famous of all "lost" films has been 
restored as a documentary about 
Welles' 1942 Latin American mis-
adventure. The ftlm sketches events 
surrounding Welles' trip to Brazil to 
shoot a major documentary as party 
of the U.S. government's Good 
Neighbor Policy at the beginning of 
WWIl. The film also inf:ludes se-
quences from "My Friend Bonito," 
and a reconstitution of Welles' 
docudrama "Four Men on Raft." 
The film will be shown Tuesday, 
November 12 at7 p.m. in Castleman 
Hall. To underscore the location of 
Welles' ftlm , there will be Brazilian 
music played by the Trio do Samba, 
featuring Moacyr Marchini from 
Sao Paulo. 
Monday I began to notice that my 
day planner and I were not communi-
cating as tIuently ,as in previous weeks. 
Monday carne and went, and yet the 
planner was still barking for last 
week's treats. 
By Thursday I wondered if my cal-
endar and I were in different dimen-
sions altogether. Not that I wasn't 
usually where I was meant to be or that 
to the best of my schedule addled brain 
that I wasn't in complete control of my 
own immediate destiny. 
However, and here's the paradox, it 
felt like it wasn't quite me jumping 
through the daily hoop anymore. I tried 
to focus on each area of my life indi-
vidually to see where the trouble lay 
exactly. As a result I got the sensation 
that perhaps some forgotten task was 
gnawing away at the back of my eyes. 
After a lengthy examination, my 
optometrist suggested that perhaps I 
try another sort of doctor. So I paid a 
visit to a friend of mine who has ob-
tained the good graces of the medical 
profession to the degree that he is 
trusted enough to chemically advise 
the likes of overburdened mentalities 
such as mine. 
Well, things didn't exactly clear up, 
in fact they were even !\Jore distorted, 
but I was no longer as'worried as I had 
been previously, in fact fora couple of 
days I didn't even care. 
During the next three days I at-
tempted to clarify my now nearly · 
alarming behavior by zeroing in on 
some of the many objective television 
programs which grace thedaytime pro-
gramming. 
If this did not aid in clearing up my 
own dilemma. I ·had wasted an entire 
week by now, nonetheless, I was reso-
lute to the scary fact that if TV talk 
.shows are a bright-eyed slice of today's 
Americana, maybe I'd have been better 
off having my eyes sewn shut. 
Then browsing a dusty shelf, ob-
scured by reams of papers that were yet 
to flie for a home, I focused upon a tiny 
item of hope: a children's book, illus- . 
trated by the mother of a childhood 
friend. The book was light, and bright, 
with shiny high gloss pages, and a 
simple message. 
. Three blind men were trying to 
describe an elephant that they encoun-
tered on their- journey. The first man 
felt the side of the elephant and noted, 
"An elephant is large and flat, like the 
side of tall cliff." 
'f!1e second man felt the elephant'S 
trunk and declared, "On the contrary, 
the elePhant is long and coiled like a 
snake.": 
Finally, the third, man felt the 
elephant's ear and said, "You are both 
,wrong, for the elePhant is round and 
flat, much like leaves in the jungle." 
Just then a child strolled up and 
exclaimed, "You silly men are much 
too close to ever see that elephant 
clearly, even if you weren't blind." 
And then I saw everything clearly, 
I laid down the book. I turned off the 
TV, and three minutes later I awoke on 
the couch. It was the Monday morning 
of my dream. 
I had fallen asleep on S.unday 
evening watching television, and my 
glasses were now wrapped about my 
face in a quite disturbing knot. 
I guess I'll have to go to the eye 
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,. Karen Kremer 
, TECHS Source 
Have you ever been too busy to. 
bother with sitting down to a decent 
meal and just decide to rely on the 
nearest vending machine for your 
"meal?" We'vealldoneit, but by being 
aware of proper nutrition and quick 
foods to take with us, we can give our 
bOdies a healthier existence: . 
When we neglect our nutritional 
needs our appearance, energy , 
stamina, resistance to illness. ' stress 
level and academic and social success 
will be affected. 
There are three important compo· 
nents in a healthy diet: prot~in, com-
plex carbohydrates and fruits and veg-
etables - these components are not to 
be confused with the four food groups 
which will be discussed later. 
Protein helps in building and re-
pairing muscle tissue, and aids body 
growth, The body can also use prO!~in 
as a second energy source. 
Complex carbohydrates are the 
body's chief source of energy for activi-
ties, thinking and normal body func-
tioning. Complex carbohydrates arlO 
found in foods with higher protein, 
vitamins and minerals . 
Fruits and vegetables are consid-
ered protective foods and provide vita-
mins and minerals for bone growth, 
brain functioning and the operation of 
other t;x>dily systems. 
If you follow the food guide pyra-
mill, you should obtain an adequate 
supply of protein, complex carbohy-
'drates and fruits and vegetables. 
The food guide pyramid is a gen-
eral guide that allows you to choose a 
healthy diet to fit your life-style. This 
g\liderecommends the number of serv -
ings you need from the four food groups 
(meat, vegetables, fruit and dairY) ev-
ery day to maintain a healthy diet. 
According to the guide, the recom-
mended number of serving for each of 
the four food groups include: me.at -
includes poultry, fish and some beans-
2-3 servings; vegetabl~ - 3-5 servings; 
fruit - 2-4 servings and bread - includes 
cereal and pasta - 6-11 servings. 
HEAVEN'S GATES & 
'A DRAMATIZED REAL UFE PRESENTATION YOU'll NEVER FORGET, 
PUYED BEFORE CAPACITY CROWDS' CAST OF Am. SOUND AND UGIfTlNG EFFECT,. 
Sunday Nov. 17th. 6:00 p.m. 
Monday Nov, 18th. 7:00 p,m. 
Tuesday Nov. 19th. 7:00 p.m, 
First Assembly of God Rollo 
17th & Oak Sts. Rollo Mo. 
FREE ADMISSION 
Nursery and Children's Provided 
For More Information 
Now you might ask, how can I eat 
healthy in the residence hall dining 
facilities or at restaurants? It is quite 
simple if you just follow a few simple 
guidelines. 
For residence hall dining, remem-
ber these tips: 1. Think about what you 
~ant before you start through the line. 
2. Don't skip breakfast - take some-
thing with you to eat later or while in 
class. 3. Eat early in the meal service 
time period in order to gain a bigger 
variety offood available. 4. Sit facing 
away from the food service line: not 
seeing what is still available lessens 
the temptations to go back for seconds. 
For dining out . at restaurants, re-
member these tips: 1. Be selective 
abcut pizza toppings. Healthier pizza 
see Techs, page 19 
II' 
MAILBOXESETC' 
With complete packing and shipping 
services, MBE can send just about anything 
anywhere. Big or small. Delicate or heavy. 
Mail Boxes Etc:" It's the only stop 
IT' S NOT WHAT WE DO. 
you'll need to make, too. IT' S HOW WE DO IT,'· 
Lorien Lea Denham. 
.. '" ." If Wr~f ...... ·9fl 
Missouri Miner 
GHOST IN THE DARKNESS 
2:00, 5:00, 7:30, 9:55 




ROMEO & JUUET (R) 
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VEHICLE RENTAL DEPARTMENT 
• Special Unlimited 
Mileage Rates 
• Special Weekend 
Rates 
• Cars, Trucks, and 
Vans Available 
See us for all your rental needs 
12th & PINE 364-3311 
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS 
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT 
WE EXCLUSIVELY CATER TO UMR 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES 
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS 
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECfION OF GAMES & MUSIC 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT PARTY AT THE GROTTO 
DONT MISS IT!! 
_ Friday Lunch Special Tacos &'The Grotto's 
F'A.lUO'D"B EJ'D"R.R.X'T'OB 
11:30 - 2:00 
r ____________________________________________________ -, 
BIXLER PRINTING 
11~~~e~" 
Color Copies • Reduce & Enlarge Pictures 
Report Binding • Fax Service 
Large Paper Selection-A Rainbow of Colors In Stock!! 
907 N. Pine. Rolla, Missouri 65401 • 573-364-1553 • Fax 573-364-8476 
Wednesday, November 6, 1996 
Just because something is old doesn't 
mean it isn't valuable. 
Now that retirement is almost here. I'm grateful that I 
started planning early - with U.S. Savings Bonds 
through a Payroll Savings Pl:m. 
Ask your employer or banker about saving with 
U.S. Savings Bonds. For all the. right reasons. 
A public service of this newspaper 
6a7uuk 'J R(!.~/llImllll & LmlllKe 
1101.1';.0 Shool . Hull. MO. 1, .\~OI SI.I-:\/,lI·II01 
Open lla.m. to IIp.m. Mon-Sat 
Lunches 11 :00-4:30 
****************************** 
Sandwiches, Platters, Soups, & Salads 
Dinners 4:30-8:00 Fri & Sat 4:30-9:00 
****************************** 
Steaks, Seafood, & Specialty Items 
Lounge 8 :00-11 :00 
****************************** Wine, Mixed Drmlcs, Beer 
Nightly Drink Specials 
- EARN EXTRA INCOME-
Earn $2q<>-$500 weekly mailing phone 
cards. For Infonnatlon send a self-
addressed stamped envelope to: Inc., 
P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL 33164 
Eam MONEY and FREE TRIPS!! . 
INDIVIDUALS and .GROUPS wanted to 
promote SPRING BREAK!! . 
CaUINTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 
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• Iner • gal first conference win in Bolivar 
Matt Ryan 
Staff Writer 
The football Miners won this past 
weekend. beating Bearcats - of 
Southwest Baptist in a match up of the 
two winless MIAA te ams. UMR 
ended up on top. 14-7. to improve their 
record to 3-6 (1 -6 in MlAA). while 
Southwest Baptist remains winless at 
0-8 (0-7 in the MlAA). 
The Miners were playing the 
game without their starting backfield. 
and with their starting quarterback still 
out with a broken bone in his hand. 
and running backs Russell Zung and 
Steve Hodson both out with injuries 
'sustained in last week's lost. In their 
place. the Miners started quarterback 
Matt Brueckner. fullback Jason 
Wagoner. and tailback Brian Ttllman. 
all of whom had big days . . 
Above: Dean DeSherlla and Courtney Porter tackle washburn's 
Ira Peoples. Right: Brian lll1man carries the ball for the Miners. 
UMR started off by receiving the 
ball. A holding penalty on second, 
down killed this series. forcing a punt. 
The Bearcats received the ball and 
were able to advance to the Miner 41 
yard line before the Miner defense 
came up big and stopped them on 
fourth down. UMR was again unable 
to due anything with the ball. being 
forced to punt again. 
Southwest Baptist was able-to 
drive and score with a 35 yard run on 
their next drive. This made the score 
7 -0 with 4:43 left in the first quarter. 
The Miners were able to get a first 
down on a 31 yard pass from 
Brueckner to Elliot Jackson. UMR 
was unable to due anything more with 
the ball. being forced to punt again. 
Jason Wagoner was able to pin 
Southwest deep in their own territory. 
forcing them to start on their own five 
yard line. 
The Miner defense did not al low 
the Bearcats get far. forcing a punt 
from their own 18 yard line. UMR was 
able to get the ball at midfield. for great 
starting position. Brian Ttllman broke 
a 37 yard run on fust down to put the 
ball at the 15 yard line. The Miners 
were able to punch it in from here. with 
a 12 yard Elliott Jackson reception on 
third down to tie the game with 13:07 
left in the fust half. 
The Bearcats received the ball 
and were able to drive the from their 
20 to the Miner seven in a 14 place 
drive before the UMR defense was 
able tb force a field goal atteIPpt from 
25. which missed. The Miners took 
over on their 20. and Tillman broke 
another long run. this one of 39 yards. 
UMR was unable to get another fust 
down. and Brandon Risner tried a very 
long 45 yard field goal. which missed. 
Southwest Baptist started with 
, the ball again. breaking a 71 yard pass 
rec~ption 'on seco~d down. only to 
fumble the n'ext play at the UMR one 
yard line. The Miners recovered and 
were able to run the clock to just 24 
seconds before the half by getting a 
fi rst down. before ,Jason Wagoner 
kicked a 65 'yard punt to the SBU 20 
yard line. The half ended with the 
score SBU 7. UMR 7. 
, The second half started off with 
the Bearcats receiving the ball and 
driving to the Miner 28 yard liJ;le before 
a holding penalty made it second and 
10. The UMR defense was able to sack 
SBU s quarterback. forcing a fumble 
with was recovered by-Nathan Murphy 
on the Southwest 35 yard line. 
Once again given exceptional 
field position. the Miner offense took 
advantage. Brian Tillman had,rushes 
of 11 . 10. and a touchdown run of 12 
yards to put the Miners up for good at 
14-7 with 8:38 left in the third quarter. 
The two teams. neither able to put 
more than one first down together. 
traded punts back and forth three 
~~~!ner; Match-up ' . . 
Pittsburg State at UMR Miners 
~ Site: Jackling Field, Rolla, Mo. , , Date: November 9, 1996 _ Time: 1 p.m. CST 1996 Records: Pitt. Sate (6-2. 5-1 in MIAA). Miners (3-6,1-5 in MIAA) _ ..... ___ ...... 
Series Record: 31 -15-4 Ritt. Leads 
Head Coaches: Chuc;k Broyles (75-10-2 in 7th year at Pitt. St.) 
Jim Anderson (14-36-1 in 'fifth year at UMR) 
Players to watch: Pitt. State: Chris Hudson. WR; Anthony Randle DE Miners: #49 Bryan 
Lewis DL; #48 Ed Reichert LB ' 
Outlook: The Pittsburg State Gorillas will not be looking past the Miners on Saturday. A loss 
to the Miners would ruin a possible end of the season showdown with the Northwest 
Missouri State Bearcats with the MIAA Championship at stake. So expect a focused Gorilla 
team this ,Saturday 
Sources:UMR Sports Information 
times. bringing the clock to 10:42 1ef\ 
in the game. The Bearcats started to 
drive. getting a first down. The Miners 
held on first and second down. and 
SBU chose to try for a big play on third 
down. throwing the ball to the UMR 
15 yard line. where UMR s Courtney 
Porter intercepted it and returned it 36 
yards to midfield. 
The UMR offense was unable to 
gain a first down. but punter Wagoner 
was again able to kick the ball d~ 
into SBU teratory. forcing them to start 
on their five yard line. This did not 
phase the Bearcats. however. as their 
were able to drive 66 yards in 13 plays 
before turning the ball over on Clowns 
with just 2:33 left in the game. UMR 
was able to get three fust downs in 
order to fmish the game. 
The Miners were led on offense 
by freshman Brian Tillman. who 
rushed for 167 yards in 27 attempts. 
averaging a phenomenal 6.2 yards a 
carry. Jason Wagoner had 50 yards in 
nine attempts. for 5.4 yards a carry. 
Matt Brueckner completed five passes. 
all to Elliott Jackson. for 78 yards. As 
a punter. Wagoner was able to average 
40.6 yards a punt on eight punts. For 
the first time this season. the Miners 
did not have a turnover. while SBU hat! 
three, nus differential is how UMR 
was still able to pull off a victory. 
despite being out gained on offense 
390-280. 
On defense. UMR was led by 
Brian Casserilla, who had 14 -tackles. 
Brian Gilmore. who contributed 13. 
Gary Tomlinson. making 11 and 
Charles Varadin. who had eight 
tackles. Kenan Morrison had the 
Miner s only sack of the day. for a loss 
of28 yards. while Courtney Porter had 
the ortly UMR interception. 
The Miners play host to the 
Gorillas of Pittsburg State in their fmal 
home game next Saturday. at 1 p.m. at 
Jackling field. The Gorillas are in 
second place of the MlAA. 
~ .... ----------~----------~~---------------~ 
' . 
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Soccer ends with • win 
Joseph McLain 
starr Writer 
The UMR Men' s Miner 
Soccer team has finished its 
season with a .500 record of 9-9-1 
with a win over Wheeling Jesuit 
4-2. 
The Miners were down 2-0 at 
the half, but got two goals each 
from Pat Boyce and Mike Kiefer 
in the second half. 64:59 minutes 
into the match Pat Boyce assissted 
by Matt Long scored from IS yards 
out. 
Tf\en Kiefer from Joel 
Warneke and Greg Schulte scored 
on an acrobatic shot also fro m 15 
yards o ut. Ten mi nutes later 
Kiefer passed to Boyce who shot 
into the open net for his second 
goal and -to give the Miners the 
lead . 
Just before the end of the 
game Kiefer added a forth Miner 
goal with a heade.r off the cross 
from Tommy DiAntonio. They 
also outshot Wheeling Jesuit 15 to 
13. 
"\ don't think we've ever 
played Wheeling Jesuit before," 
Coach Mark Salisbury said. 
This game was unpredictable 
for the Miners ,and it's difficult 
to make a strategy against a 
Wheeling Jesuit team they have 
never met on the field with prior 
to the game. 
.. lliIIWI 
Last Wednesday the Miners 
battled their r ival Drury into 
overtime only to come up short. It 
was Kiefer and Boyce doing the 
sco ring in thi s game also. Kiefer 
had ~wo and Boyc e made one. 
Kiefer and Boyce had one assist a 
piece along with Schulte. 
The remarkable aspect of this 
game is the amount oUouls, UMR 
with 30 and Drury with 29. The 
Miners also had four yellow cards 
and a red to Drury's three yellows. 
Coach Mark Salisbury was 
proud to finish well with such a 
young team . 
"That's the plan to go out with 
a bang," Salisbury said. 
With II away games and only 
eight at home the youthful Miners 
were still able to finish at .500. 
Boyd NieMn 
Mike Kiefer chases after his Wheeling Jesuit opponent. The 
Miner soccer team ended Its season with a 4-2 win over 
Jesuit. They finish their season with at 9-9 record. 
·N.CAA DIVISION II FOOTBALL POLL 
Hg. ~ fgJnta ~Last poll 
1. Valdosta St. 80 (4) 8-0 1 
2. Texas A&M-Kingsville 76 5-2 3 
.3. Northwest Missou.ri St. 72 8-0 4 
4. Ferris St. 68 7-1 7 
5. Nebraska-Omaha 64 7-1 8 
6. Carson-Newman 60 7-1 9 
7. Indiana (Pa.) 54 6-1 11 
8. Chadron State 53 8-0 10 
9. Catawba 
10. Clarion 
Mon., Sept. 2 
Sat. , Sept. 7 
Sun., Sept. 8 
Fri. , Sept. 13 
Wed., Sept. 18 
Sat., Sept. 21 
Sat., Sept. 28 
Sun., Sept. 29 
Fri., Oct. 4 
Tue., Oct. 8 
Sat. , Oct. 12 
Sun., Oct. 13 
Wed., Oct. 16 
Sat., Oct. 19 
Wed., Oct. 23 
Sat., Oct. 26 
Wed., Oct. 30 
Sat. Nov. 2 
49 7-1 15 
45 7-1 16 
at 
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. Pittsburg St. 
North Alabama 
North Carolina Cen1ral 
West Chester 
. Missouri Sou1hern St. 
Cen1ral Oklahoma 
I!W.01a ~Last POI 
35 6-2 18 
33 4-3 17 
31 6-1 2 
25 5-2 19 
23 5-2 NR 
23 5-3 NR 
20 7-2 5 
16 5-2 19 
6 5-2 12 
5.5 5-2 13 
Nov 1.1996 
UMR: 100 
Southwest Missouri State: 105 
1. Western State 
2. Sou1h Dakota State 
3. Cal Poly Pomona 
4. Mankato State 
5. Lewis University 
6. Adams State 
7. Abilene Christian 
8. Ashland 
9. Central Missouri 
10. Sou1hern Indiana 
Women's Division II 
Cross Country Ranklngs 
Oct. 29, 1996 
1. Adams State 
2. Western State 
3. Lewis University 
4. North Dakota 
5. Abilene Christian 
6. Northwest Missouri 
7. UC Davis 
7. North Florida 
8. Sou1h Dakota State 
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Min·ers ·to begin run for title 
The Miners will begin the defense of their MlAA crown and a 
,possible run at a National Championship against Drury 
Jonatban Erdman 
Asst. Sports Edit9r ' 
The defending Mid-America 
Intercollegiate Athletic Association 
champion Miners will begin their 
1996-1997 season, by taking the floor 
against Drury College. Nov. 16 in 
Rolla. University of Missouri-Rolla 
will also play the Dream Builders, in 
an exhibitiQn game, Nov. 7, in Rolla 
at 7 p.m. 
The Miners will play this season 
without two of last year's key players. 
UMR has lost MIAA Co-MVP, 
Michael McClain, and All-MIAA 
second team fQrward , Jamie 
Brueggeman. MIner Coach D ale 
Martin believes U~ will compensate 
for the loss of McClain in different 
way$· 
"I think we'll do it in a couple of 
different ways. It looks like Cam 
Lindsey will be in that role. He will 
be a leader at the point guard spot. 
Kevin Fort is giving us very good play, 
~t this time, and we could also swing 
Tun Holloway over to one, if we have 
to at different points in the game. I 
think Kevin Conkright is showing 
improvement, and we may be able to 
play him at the one spot as well." 
Martin believes losi"ng 
Brueggeman will effect the team's play 
this season. 
"I think [losing] Jamie is a big 
loss as Michael was. I think what we 
have to do is we have to team, or gang 
rebound. We're going to have to get 
more rebounding out of our three and 
two man that are on the floor, because 
there's going to be nine to ten boards 
a game, that someone is going 19 have 
to get for us with Jamie being out Jeff 
Kokal and Marc Tompkins are both 
going to have to do a better job, and 
again, we're going to have to gang 
• rebound," Martin said. 
One of UMR's assets in it's game 
is Terry Smith 's ability to shoot the 
three. 
"I think it will have a great impact 
because, he has the ability to spread 
the defense out, thus giving us more 
room to operate inside. With our 
situation right now [with] Jeff Kokal, 
Mark Tompkins. Ryan Matthews and 
Ryan Pippet!, we have the ability to 
score inside and even with Scotty Rush 
there will be times when h~ can score 
inside. I think anytime you have a 
player such as Terry on the floor, it 
presents a lot of problems to the 
opposing team," Martin said. 
Martin thinks that the team is 
experienced and has an ~xcellent 
mental game. MI think that I'm very 
confident [of UMR's experience and 
Ryan Shawgo 
Miner forward ~arc Tompkins-cuts down the net after the Miners won 
the MIAA Tournament championship last season .. The Miners will open 
their season tomorrow with an exhibition with the Dream Builders. 
Ryan Shawgo 
Cam Lindsey puts up a shot during a 1995-96 
Miners game before a capacity crowd. The 
Miners are expected to contend for an MIAA title 
and, possibly a national championship. 
mental game] at this time. Of course 
each year is a new year. We're not 
necessarily cocky or an arrogant team, 
but we are a very confident team," 
Martin said. "We had a taste of 
winning last year. I think we know 
what it takes for us to win. At this time, 
I'm extremely confident of how we 
will perform." 
One of the important parts of 
UMR's team are it's inside players. 
"The inside people are going to 
be extremely important because of our 
outside play and stretching the defense 
out. We're going to have to get the ball 
inside and have to score. Rebounding 
is going to have to be an extremely 
large key to the success of this club 
because of the loss of ' Jamie 
[Brueggeman]. We have to limit teams 
to one shot per trip down the floor. If 
we can do that, we're going to have a 
lot of success," Martin said. 
The Miner offense will mostly use 
the same style as. last year. 
"Our offense will be basically the 
same as it was last year. We're going 
to play a little more people in the 
perimeter against the man-to-man and 
try to open up the ipside some. We' ll 
also do some picking on the ball, which 
may be a little more than last year, 
because our team has the ability to put 
the ball on the floor," Martin said. 
Similar to last year, Martin plans 
to run a man-to-man defense. 
"We will play man-to-man. I've 
always been a man-to-man coach and 
probably will never change. I think if 
you do have some problems on the 
defensive end with size or whatever, 
you may want to change your man-to-
man defense somewhat, to put more 
of a pressing play allover the floor. If 
you like ·that, instead of playing the 
zone, you may want to sag a little more, 
and just play to the three point line: 
We will try to playa basic man-to-man 
defense with good principles." 
Like many coaches, Martin 
believes that every game is important 
to UMR's success. 
"[The most important games are] 
the first one to the last one. We have 
five very good non-conference games, 
and every one of our conference games 
are extremely important Every year 
one of your goals is to win every one 
of your games, and that's what were 
going to set out to do." 
UMR has a very tough non-
conference schedule. 
"Our non-conference schedule 
will be a very competitive schedule for 
us."We open up with Drury, one of the 
teams that gave us one of our pnly 
losses last year. That will be a very, 
very good test for us early. We have 
the Pepsi-Cola/Ameritech shoot-out. 
We have two teams in [UMR's 
schedule] that will be outstanding. 
We're playing against Rockhurst and 
Missouri Baptist. We also will play in 
Eicerd's tournament, and see good 
competition down there as well. We 
have a good mix this year, and look 
forward to the challenge," Martin said. 
UMR wants to improve it's 
performance when compared to last 
year. 
"Our team goals, I think, are very 
simple. We're going to come out this 
year, with all of the returners, and tty 
to win every game we play. We want 
to go further than we did last year in 
the post season tournament. If we can 
do that, then we are going to have 
success and achieve .one of our goals. I 
think, right now, one of our goals is to 
go further than· we went last year," 
Martin said. 
Martin believes that strong fan 
support will help his tearn perfoll!l..well 
this season. 
"I think that it [crowd support] is 
extremely important to the success of 
any basketball team. I think it may be 
a little more so, to us, because we're a 
very emotional basketball team. I'm an 
emotional coach as I get into the games. 
I think it will be very, very important 
to us this year. I think we'll be fun and 
exciting to watch. It's a great 
opportunity for sWdents to come out, 
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MIAA Preview 
Washburn 
Head Coach: Bob Chipman 
1995·96 Record: 16-11 
Key Returnees: Dan Buie F. 6 ·8 jr. Hanisburg. 
Pa .. Jo(dan Canfield G, 5·10 sr. Abilene. Ks. 
Key Newcomers: John Sweet G, 6-1 sr, Topeka, 
Ks., Ranier Hoffman G{F, 6~ fr., East Berlin , 
Gennany 
Strengths: The most obvious strength for the Ichabods is the return of co· 
MVP Dan Buie. who averaged 25.2 points a game in 1995·96. The lehabods 
also return Josh Harbert who averaged 11.3 ppg. 
Weaknesses: \Vhile Washburn doesn't seem to have any true weaknesses. 
there are some quest ion marks. Will the rest of the Ichabod lineup be able to 
take some of scoring pressures off Dan Buie? Can Jordan Canfield pick up 
where he left off. after a one year absence? And has a year of experience 
seasoned the Ichabods enough to win the MIAA? 
Outlook: Washburn has been picked to win the MlAA, and has been nationally 
ranked in severaljX>lls and publications. But is it based on reputation ormerit? 
Only lime v.ill teU. 
Missouri-Rolla 
Head C oach: Dale Martin 
1995·96 Record: 25~ (12-4 in MIAA) ~ 
Key Returnees: lim Holloway G, 6-0 sr, SI. Louis, 
Mo" Jeff Kokal FIC, 6·7 sr .. SI. Louis, Mo., Terry 
Smith G , 6 ·2 sr., Springfield, Mo. , Marc Tompkins 
F. 6·5 jr" Conroe, Texas, Cam Undsey G, 6-0 so .. Paola, Ks. 
Key Newcomers: Ryan Pippett F, 6-7 jr., Des Moines, Iowa! transfer N. Iowa 
CC, John Curry FIG, 6-4 jr., Collinsville, Ill .l transfer Iowa Southwestern Cc. 
Strengths: The Miners should have depth at every posit ion with the return of 
len leuennen. eight of whom have started forthe Miners. from last year's 25· 
6 MlAA championship team. 
Weakn esses: The Miners will have to replace Michael McGain and Jamie 
.- Brueggeman, but with incoming transfers and the return of several talented 
players, do not expect a huge drop-off. 
Outlook: The Miners are loaded, and should contend for the MIAA crown. 
And like the Ichabods. the Miners are nationally ranJced in several preseason 
IAlblicatioos. 
Coach's Quote: "Our team goals I think are very simple. We' re going to 
come out thi s year with all ~e returners. and try to win every game we play. 
We want to go further than last year in the post·season tournamenL" 
Northwest Missouri State 
Head Coach:Steve Tappmeyer ltt 
1995·96 Record: 19·7 (12-4 in MIAA) . . 
Key Returnees: Matt Redd F, 6-5 so. , Maryvil1e, Mo. , _ 
Corey A1exanderG, 5·1 I sr. , Memphis, Tenn. 
Key Newcomers: 
Strengths: Matt Red returns at forward and the 
Beareats should get strong guard play from Corey Alexander and Kevin 
Alford. . 
Weaknesses: The rest of the forwards are young and will have to prove 
themselves in the MIAA. Also, the Beareau will need to answer a serious 
question at the center position. 
Outlook: In orderto contend the Bearcats will need to answer the serious 
questions they have at forward and center, and blend as a team. 
Coach 's Quote: "Right now we'n: try;ng to sell them on a real team coocepl. 
J think we've got players who will buy into that. Right now it's not where it 
would need to be for the team to contend in this conference .... 
Missouri Western State . 
Head Coach : Tom Smith 
1995·96 Record: 17·10 
Key Returnees: Eric KeelerG, 6·1 sr., Mi lwaukee, 
Wis .. Jermaine KempG, 5·8 sr" St. Louis, Mo. 
Key Newcomers: Terry Polk F, 6-6 jr, Missouri City, 
Texas, Rodrick Smith G, 6·3 jr .. Missouri City, Texas. 
Strengths: Missouri Western returns Eric KeelerandJennaine Kemp both 
at guard. Keeler was the leading scorer for the Griffons last season. 
Weaknesses: The Griffons have a lot of new faces at the forv.'ard {Xlsition 
Outlook: In orderfor the Griffons to be successful, they will have to get 
quality play out of thei r transfer forwards, Traveon Parks, Tony Buckner 
and Teny Polk. This combined with strong seasons from Kemp and Keeler 
the Griffons could come together as a contender in the MlAA. 
Coach's Quote: "Our guard position could be as st rong as it's been since 
I've been here." 
Quote courusy of Missour; Western Sports In/ormation 
Central Missouri State 
Head Coach: Don Doucette -
1995·96 Record: 22·9 (9·7 in MIAA) ~ 
Key Returnees: Jerome Lattimer G, 6·2 sr., ~ 
Jamaica N. Y. OrvilieTumer F. 6-4sr., Los Angeles, Calif. 
Key Newcomers: Chris Glasper G, 5·10 fr .. Jefferson 
City, Mo., Antonio Rivers G, 6·3 j r., SI. Louis Mo. 
Strengths: The Mules should have strong perimeter play acco rding to 
Doucette. Jerome Lattimershould lead the Mules from the guard position 
Weaknesses: Rebounding and defending inside, 3ccording to Doucette 
Outlook: CMSU will ehange up the defense and run an up·tempo offense in 
1996·97. The Mules will have to play strong defense and adjust to a new 
coach and n~w system to be successful. 
Coach's Quote: "\Ve have enough talent . if we can mesh things, get good 
chemistry, we should give ourselves a chance to win on a nightly basis, on 
other hand if we don't play well, play hard any team in the league can cateh us 
on a given night that's nOf. that talented of a team." 
Pittsburg State 
Head Coach: Gene Iba IJ 
1995·96 Record : 14·14 (9·7 in MIAA) 
Key Returnees: Oscar Gonzalez G, 6 ·0 so., 
Madrid, Spain, Marc Eddington F, 6 -6 sr., ", 
Columbus, Kan. 
Key Newcomers: Gerald Norey C, 6·8 jr., 
Chicago, Ill., Corey Shelby G, 5· I 0 jr., Joliet Ill, 
Strengths: The Gorillas return four of five starters 
from a year ago, including Eddington, who led the team in scoring (19.3 ppg) 
Weaknesses: Pitt State must replace the loss of center James Fulton. Transfer 
Gerald Norey will have to step up fin the void. 
Outlook: Pittsburg State enters the season with four players who averaged 
ten {Xlints or more a game a year ago . . Mare Eddington will most likely be an 
All·MlAA candidate, so look for the Gorillas tocompete. 
Missouri Southern State 
Head Coach: Robert Com SlJlIT1IEIlN:= 
1995·96 Record: 12·14 (7·9 in MIAA) (7" -e 
Key Returnees: Mario Phillips G, 6-0 so., Memphis 
TeM .. Matt Olson C, 6·9 so., Neosho, Mo, 
Key Newcomers: Todd Fox C, 6·9 jr., Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla., Aaron Brooks G, 6·2 jr. , 
Mar.;hfield, Mo. 
Strengths: The Lions return Mariano Phillips at 
guard and Matt Olson at center. 
Weaknesses: Southern loses their leaders in scoring (Eddie Reece). 
Rebounds (Tonious Fisher). and Blocked ShOls (Joe Drum), from a team 
which did not qualify for the MlAA tournament. 
Outlook: Obviously to make it far in the M1AA tournament, the Lions 
will have to replace the scoring provided by Eddington and exceed 
expcrutions. 
So urces: MlAA and respective institutions Sports Infonnation 
Southwest Baptist 
Head Coach: Lynn Nance 
1995·96 Record: 7·19 (4-12 in MIAA) 
Key Reiurnee: Troy Chupp F, 6·7 so., 
Westminster, Co. 
Key Newcomers: Mark Deveaux G, 6-4 jr., 
Nassau, Bahamasl transfer Southeast (Neb.) CC 
Strengths: The Bearcats return Troy Chupp at 
forward who led the team in rebounds and 
blocks as a freshman last season. 
"Yeaknesses: Guard play will defmitely be a question mark for the Bearcats 
and according to Nance the forward situation will also be thin . 
Outlook: The Beareats are short on expereience and players 
Coach 's Quote: "[team goal) To survive, make it to the end of the year, 
nOl have to forfe it any games and to have enough players to play." 
Emporia State 
Head Coach: Dr. Roo Slaymaker 
1995·96 Record : 12·15 (9·7 in MIAA) 
Key Returnees: Scott Harkess C, 6-7 so., 
Mandurah, Australia, Jerry Beier F, 6-4 sr., Topeka, 
Kan. 
Key Newcomers: Sean Moore G, 6-4 jr., Dolton, 
IU., Oliver DeSmedt C, 7·1 jr., BeIsele, Belgium. 
Strengths: The Hornets will most likely look to 
Scott Harkness to lead the team in 1996·97. Harkness averaged 9.9 points 
and 6.8 rebounds per game in 1996-97. 
Weaknesses: Emporia returns just one starter from a year ago and lost all 
of their major statistical leaders from 1995·96. So. game experience cOuld 
be a problem . 
Outlook: After just miss ing the M1AA tournament semifmals a year ago 
the Hornets will have to deal with growing pain.s. They might bea year or 
two away. 
Coach's Quote: "We have a 101 of new faces and several freshman and 
sophomores who will be expected to contribute in a big way." 
Quote court~sy of Emporia State Sports Information 
Lincoln 
Acting Head Coach: David Baird 
1995·96 Record : 9·16 (4·12 in MIAA) · 
Key Returnees: Rondell Tarrence G, 6-4 sr., Franklin, 
Ky., Elliot Alexander F, 6-4 sr., San Diego, Calif. 
Key Newcomers: Alonzo Suttoo C, 6~ jr., Bridgeport, 
Conn., Ryan Fick F, 6·5 so., Westphalia Mo., Anthony 
Moore G, 5·10 so. , lndianapolis, lnd. 
Strengths: Baird expeds good guard play, but says . 
experience may be a problem. Randell Torrence returns at guard and 
Elliott Alexander returns at forward. 
Weaknesses: The ligers lose four key players from. team whieh 
finished 9·16. 
Outlook: The ligers have brought in a lot of new penonnel so it may 
take awhile forthem to gel, but look for them to improve as the seasoo 
progresses. 
Coach's Quote: "Our goal are to compete'in every game we play and to 
be in the top five in the MlAA, and our goal~ are to have a winning 
season." 
Truman State 
Head Coach: Jack Schrader 
1995·96 Record: 6·20 (3 ·13 MIAA) 
Key Returnees: Cory Parker G, 6·5 so., Guthrie 
Center, Iowa, lim Reuschel F. 6~ sr., Camp Point, 
Ill. 
Key Ne,.,comers: Jimmy O'Donnell G, 6·5 jr., Jason 
Reinberg F, ~ fr., Jason Ramthun G, 6-3 fr., Rockwell 
City,lowa. 
Strengths: Forwards should be very important and willhave to carry the load 
according to Sehrader. 
Weaknesses: The guards will be very young and very inexpeienced. And 
Chris Foulk, the only guard with experience is recovering from a broken foot. 
but is now practicing. The centen: will also be under·siz.ed. 
Outlook: The team is young, so they will playa control offense and try to 
keep games low scoring. Schrader says the team will add mOre 10 the offense 
as the team matures. The Bulldogs will mix up there defense. Their goal is to 
make the playoffs. They will need to grow up fast to reach that goal. 
Coach's Quote: "I think we need to coocentrale on making the playoffs, we're 
very young, but I think it's a possibility, in our conferen'ce if you make the 
playoffs anything can happen, it's su.eh an equal league." 
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Lady Miners to open season 
Thi; Lady Miners will attempt to recapture the magic 
of a 1995 -96 season which produced a MlAA title 
Jonathan Erdman 
and Nathan Erdman 
When the Lady Miners 'open their , 
regular season against St. Francis, they 
will try top a 21-7 season which 
resulted in a Mid America 
Intercollegiate Athletic Association co-
championship and a berth in the 
NCAA Division II Tournament. The 
Lady Miners fist home event will be 
an exhibition game against Saint Louis 
Gold, with their first home game 
against Texas Woman's University in 
the Howard Johnson! Lady Miner 
Classic Sat., November 30. 
Gaurd play should be the strength 
of the Lady Miner attack in the 1996-
97 season. The Lady Miners return 
Becky Reichard, a preseason All-
America pick in Dick Vitale's college 
preview, led the UMR in scoring last 
season with a 16.9 points per game 
average. Also back is Jamie Martens, 
who saw limited action last season, but 
will be counted on this season and a 
two junior 90ll.ege transfers, Emily 
Mills and LeAnn Farmer. Farmer 
comes to the Lady Miners from 
Kirkwood CommunitY College where 
A double teamed Becky Reichard looks for an open player during a Lady Miner game last 
season. Relch.ard Is a pres,eason All· American. The Lady Miners are defending MIAA C<H:hamps. 
she averaged eight points a game in a season Hartman shot a blistering 57 
distributor's role, but will be counted percent from the field and averaged 
on to provide more scoring with UMR. 12.6 points a game in 1995-96. Also 
Mills comes from Wabash Valley back is Amber Fisher, however both 
College. Mills averaged 18.6 points a have seen decreased practice time in. 
game last season. the preseason. 
Lady Miner head ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ " H eat her 
coach Linda" Winning is contagious, It's Hartman came to 
Roberts is addictive, you want to be up tbere school with Mono so 
players, but not experienced in the 
MJAA. We have three junior college 
players that are going to help us, but 
. obviously ar'; not familiar with the 
MIAA conference, but are at least 
familiar with college level basketball. 
So, hopefully we'll blend those things 
together rather quickly and our 
experience will be a plus for us," 
Roberts said . 
Lady Miner schedule, especially 
conference contests. "It's really hard 
to identify games this early in the 
season," Roberts said, "All the 
conference games are going to be huge. 
,On the women's side, it's going to be 
so balanced and so packed in ,terms of 
how competitive the teams are going 
to be, that every time you playa 
conference game, it 's going to be a big 
game. There will be no easy games in 
the league. So every game at home is 
going to be a huge and all th e 
conference games are-going to be 
important." 
The Lady Miners have yet to si t 
down and set team goals, however 
building on past success is an obvious 
goal. "We haven 't sat down and talked 
about that [goals] very much as a team. 
But 1 think speaking for them early 
on, they want to be successful. We 
recruited a lot of these players into a 
program that was successful last year. 
And 1 know our returning, players are 
hoping for that same kind of success 
again. And our new people are 
planning on it," RobertS said, "We 
defmitely want to win the league if 
we can. That kind of winning is 
contagious, it's addictive, you want'to 
be up there near the top if you can." 
Roberts also points to solid fan 
support as a factor in the team's 
success. "I think anytime you have a 
team sport on the floor in front of your 
fans , you want your fans to be 
supportive. We had a great turnout last 
year, from the community at from the 
students. 1 think it made a huge 
difference in the way we played at 
home, during the regular season we 
didn't lose a home game and 1 think 
the crowd had a lot to do with that. 
We're hoping for the same kind of 
support again this coming year, and 1 
think it will help us win games," 
Roberts said. 
• confident in ber near tbe top if you can, obviously we've had to deal 
perimeter players. we're going to sboot for tbe top." with that and her 
' ''1 think our recovery proc"ess," 
_ Linda Roberts Roberts said, "But 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; with the soccer 
As alluded to the Lady Miners 
will alter their att";k for the 1996-97 
season. "Early on we'll run four out 
and one in on offense against a man-
to-man. As the season progresses and 
we get post game improvement a little 
bit, hopefully we'll get to do some. the 
three out and two in we did last year. 
We play to the strength of our offensive 
players. 1 think our stre[lgth is in our 
1996-97 Schedule 
perimeter players 
will be pretty 
good. We kind of 
made that an emphasis in recruiting. 1 
think with Reichard returning, as our 
leading scorer from last year, with 
some of the junior college kids we 
brought in, ~nd the freshman class, 1 
think we really improved ourselves on 
the perimeter." 
The forward situation is rather 
unique for the Lady Miners with the 
loss of Tobi Rees. Heather Hartman 
returns for the Lady Miners. Last 
season over, we get 
Amber Fischer off the soccer team," 
Roberts added. 
Roberts also points to an unique 
approach to use of forwards. "We 
probably won't playa traditional 
forward type game. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
We'll probably go with ,; There will be no easy game in 
mQre guard play and the league. So every game at 
single post tYpe offense. home is going to be huge and all 
We will have one the conference games are going to 




'Roberts said. ' 
While the 
Lady Miners 
have an offense 
in mind the 
operate more - Linda Roberts defensive plan 
as a fourth ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_ has yet to be 
determined. "I'm not sure yet [of the 
defense]," Roberts said, "Typically 
we've been a die hard man-to-man 
team. Size-wise we might not match 
up as well as we did last year. We 
might see the Lady Miners playa lot 
more zone than ' in the pas~ but that 
remains to be s~en." 
guard, than she will as a true 
forward," Roberts said. 
Roberts also commented 
on the Lady Miner's 
confidence and poise. "I think 
we'll be"'okay there. We have 
Hartman, and Becky 
Reichard and Jamie Manens, 
some people that played quite 
a bit returning. But 1 think our , 
new people are experienced 
While it is early in season and 
difficult to tell, Roberts feels there will 
be a number of important games on the 
DATE 
Sun., Nov. to 
SaL,Nov.16 
Fri.. Nov. 22 
Sal., Nov. 30 
Sun.. Dec. 1 
Vkd., Dec. 4 
Fri.. Dec. 6 
Sat .• Dec. 7 
SaL. Dec.J4 
Mon.,Dec.30 
Tue .• Dec.3! 
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'Women's ·MIAA Preview· 
Southwest Baptist 
Head Coach:Jim Middleton ~ 
1995·96 Record: 21·9 (11·5 in MIAA) "~'~. ' 
Key Returnees: Stephanie Thunnan G. 5·7 sr., 
Springfield. Mo., Michelle Mikkelson G, 5·8 jr., 
Ma",hfie1d, Mo.,Jan Robins G, 5-6 sr, Ande",oo, 
Ind. . 
Key Newcomers: Kim Gle nn C , 6·1 so, 
Greenfield, Mo./Crowder (Mo.) JC tl1Ulsfer, Shari Grady F, 6-0 fr, Lee's Sum· 
mit, Mo. 
Strengths: The Lady Bearcats should have superior guard play. They return 
senior Stephanie Thurman who averaged 13 points a game last season. 
Weaknesses: The Lady Bea",ats must replace heavy losses at forward and 
center. 
O utlook: Southwest Baptist has plenty of experience back at guard. How· 
ever, to be successful the Lady Bearcats mwt get quality forward play. SBU 
has been picked by the coache, to win the MIAA. 
Coach's Quote: "In this conference consistency is a big part of it and a lot of 
that comes from mental focus." 
,-Washburn 
Head Coach: Patly Dick 
1995·96 Record: 16-11 (11·5 in MIAA) 
Key Retjl rnees: Nikki Olberding F, 5·11 jr, To· 
peka, 1<5;, Emily ShopperC, 6·0 sr, Lenexa, Ks., 
TIffany'Lohse F, 5·10 so, Han.,ver, Ks. 
Key Newcomers: She lby 'Angel G , 5-6 fr, 
Nac<>gdoches, Tx. Kristen Pie",e G, 5-8 fr, To-
peka Ks~:Stephanie Wedel F, 5-10 fr, Abilene, Ks.-
Strengths:The Lady Blues will be strong at the forward and center positions. 
They return the team, leading scorer in junior Nikki Olberding (16.9 ppg) 
and rebounder and shot blocker in center Emily Shopper. 
Weaknesses: Washburn must fill the void left by the loss of guard Stacy Neal 
to graduation. Misty Caryl, the team's '95-'96 assist leader, Angie Dalinghaw 
and several incoming freshman figure to playa role. 
Outlook: Washburn has reached the NCAA's five of the last six seasons and 
have woo the MIAA crown two of the last five seasons_ The Lady Blues return 
four starte", and have been picked second in the MIAA coaches poll. Nikki 
Olberding could be an MVP candidate. So expect Washburn to be in the race. 
Missouri Southern State 
Head Couh: Carrie Kaifes 
1995·96 Record: 23-6 (11 ·5 in MIAA) !ilZITIII!!Ii!1 
Key Returnees: Nicole Heinz G, 5-6sr, Kinsley, U 
Ks_,MarieScouFIC,6-1 sr,boltoo,m. . ;J ~ 
Key Newcomers: Sherry Oliver F, 6-2 jr, Fort 
Smith, Arl<-! Neosho County (Ks.) CC, JC tnmsfec 
Katonya Samuels G, 5-4 jr, Mansfield, La./ 
Coffeyville, 
Strengths: Southern returns several strong playen in guard Nicole Heinz, 
. the team's assist leader last season and MarieScou who led the Lady lioos in 
rebounds and blocked shots in '95-'96. 
Weaknesses: The Lady lions must fill the huge scoring void created by the 
departure of MIAA MVP and Division 1I female athlete of the year Melissa 
Grider. 
Outlook: Missouri Southern finished well in 1996, winning the MlAA 
toumament, and advancing to the NCAA South Central Region semifma1s.1f 
the Lady lions can compensate for the loss of Grider Southern could have 
another memorable season. 
Missouri -Rolla 
Head Coach: linda Roberts ~ 
1995·% Record: 21 ·7 (12-4 in MIAA) 
Key Returnees: Heather Hartman C/F, 6-2 sr_, Springfield, 
m., Becky Reichard G, 5-5 jr., Newburg, Mo. 
Key Newcomers: Emily Mills G, 5·8 jr., Whiteville, KyJ 
tnmsfer Wabash (ill.) College, LeAnn Farmer G, 5-6 jr., 
Wayland,lowai transfer Kirkwood (Iowa) CC 
Strengths: UMR will have superior guard play in 1996-97. The Lady Minen 
return last year's leading scorer Becky Reichard, and has brought in a number 
of transfen. Heather Hartman also returns at forward forthe Lady Minen. 
Weakn ..... : The guard play will have to compensate for the inside game 
early in the season- The Lady Minen will have to cope with the loss of center 
TobiRees_ 
Outlook: The Lady Miners will need to be a strong perimeter team in orderto 
be successful The Lady Miners are defending <XIlference co-champs and should 
be competitive in 1996-97_ 
Coach's Quote: "On the women's side, it's going to be so balanced, and so 
packed, in terms of how competitive the teams are going to be that every time 
you playa conference 8ame, it's going to be a big game." 
Emporia State 
Head Coach: Cindy Stein ~ 
1995·96 Record: 12-14 (6-10 in MIAA) 
Key Returnees: Elizabeth Rulon F, 5·9 sr, Emporia. 
Ks., Bonnie Butell C, 5-11 sr, Baldwin <i:ity, Ks, 
Key Newcomer: Aneta Kausaite F, 6-0 jr, Siauliai, 
lithuanial Kan ... City, (Ks.) CC transfer 
Strengths: The Lady Hornets should be strong up fronL Emporia returns 
Elizabeth Rulon who averaged 12.3 points a game, Bonnie Butell who led the 
team by shooting .561 from the field Iast.easoo and Aneta Kuasite, ajunior 
college All-American from Kansas City (Ks.) Conununity College. 
Weaknesses: The Lady Hornet, will need to replace a forward and a guard, 
However Emporia State feels they have talented replacements in a number of 
junior college transfe", . Size could also be a problem, 
Outlook: The udy Hornets h<>pe to improve on their MIAA fortunes. However 
last seasoo they had only one win against a 1996-97 preseasoo contender, 
(Washburn 82-76). 
Coach's Quote: " It is a battle every nighL You have to stay focused the entire 
season and h<>pe the injury Qug does n't bite you_" 
Quote courresy Of Emporia St. Sporrs Informarion. 
Pittsburg State 
Head Coach: Steve High 
1995·96 Record: 17-9 (12-4 in MIAA) 
Key Returnees: Jenni Miller G, 5-9 sr" Kearney, Mo., 
Jessica Abele FIC, 6-1 sr_, ExcelsiorSprings, Mo. 
Koy N .... comers: Amy Bartlesrney~r F, 5-9 sr., FortScott, 
KsJ transfer Univenity of Texas-San Antonio, Melanie Stueve C, 6-4 jr., 
Chester, nt! tnmsfedobn A_ Logan (ill.) College, 
Strengths: The Lady Gorillas should be strong up front with the return of 
Jenni Miller, who averaged 15_9 points per game last seasoo and Jessica Abele 
comes in with 6.8 rebound, a game from a year ago. 
Weaknesses: Pittsburg State will have to make up for the loss of guard lisa 
Cropper and forward Jenny Pracht who led the team in scoring and rebounding 
last seasoo. . 
Outlook: The Lady Gorillas enter as defending conference co-champs, but 
were denied an NCAA berth last season. If tnmsfers can fill the holes, Pitt 
State has as good a chanoe to win the conference as anyooe. 
Central Missouri State 
Head Coach: Scott Ballard 
1995·% Record: 23-5 (12-4"in MIAA) t!J\ 
Key Returnees: Donease Smith F, 5-10 jr., f4\ 
Sedalia, Ks., Gretchen Lacey C, 6-0 sr., Overland 
Park,Ks_ 
Key Newcomers: Julia Allen FIC, 5-1\ jr, St_ 
Louis, Mo./ transfer Cal ST_-Fullerton, Sarah 
Beckley F, 5-10 jr., Brea, Calif-/transfer, Missouri Southern, 
Strengths: Danca .. Smith is the lone starter reruming forthe Jennies in 1996-
97, but figures to make an impact. 
Weaknesses: Donease Smith is the lone starter returning for the Jennies in 
1996-97. Inexperience could be a problem_ 
Oullook: In order for the Jennies to sucoessfully defend their conference c<>-
Champiooship the transfers must gel and come t<)gether quickly_ 
I Sources: MlAA and respective institutions Sports Infonnation 
Missouri Western State 
Head Coach: David Slifer ~. 
1995·96 Record: 16-12(8-8 inMlAA) 
Key Returnees: Jennifer Marr C, 6-0 sr_, San Jose , 
Calif" Toni Wood G, 5-8 sr, Clarence, Mo_ 
Key N .... comers: Kristi Breedin G, 5·7.fr_, Ankey, 
Iowa, Stephanie Jackson F, 5-10 fr, SL Joseph. Mo_ 
Slrengths: The Lady Griffons return four starten from last season including 
Jennifer Marr ,who led the team in .coring, rebounding, blocked shOll arid 
steals, 
WeakMssesf Mi,souri Western put together a solid 8-8 MIAA season t<>gether 
in 1995-96. However they could not pick up a big win on the road Hopefully, 
for the Lady Griffoos,. year of experience will help_ . 
Oullook: The ccmpetitiveness of the MIAA race is demoostrated by the fact 
MWSC was picked eighth by the coaches, but still received a first plaoe vote. 
So doo't count out the Lady Griffoos. 
Coach's Quote: "To be honest, we weren't sati,fied with last year's re,ults 
and we're working hard to be in po,ition to win the MlAA cbampionship and 
advance to NCAA post-season play. These are always goals my teams will 
have." 
, " 
Northwest Missouri State 
Head Coach: W~e Winstead ~ 
1995-96 Record: 14-13 (7-9 inMIAA) " " 
Key Returnees: Sandy Icke, F, 5-11 sr, Harlan, _ 
Iowa, Pam Cummings G, 5-8 Jr., Raymore, Mo. 
Key Newcomers: Allison Edwards GfF, 5-11 jr, 
St James, Mo. tnmsfer from Al3--Huntsville, 
Denise Slump C, 6-2 fr., Clarinda, Iowa. 
Strengtbs: Northwest brings in six starters orfonner starters into tile 1996-
97 seasoo, so experience should not be a problem_ 
Weaknesses: The Lady Bearcats beat several fonnidableteams at home last 
season. In order 10 contend forthe conference title, improvement in this are is 
a must. 
Outlook: NWMSU will look to bea darkhone oootenderin the race fortbe 
MlAA crown. Strong play from last seaso~'s scoring and rebounding leader 
Sandy Ickes i, critical, 
Coach's QU!lle: "Our goal this is to win the conference: I know that the polls 
say we're number nine, Last year we beat the three teams that went to the 
national tournament at home, and we beat them soundly at our place." 
Truman State 
Head Coach : Karin Nicholls ~ 
1995·96 Record: 9-16 
Key Returnees: Amy Pillard F, 6-1 jr" Dubuque, .,..... ~ 
Iowa, Amy Eagan G, 5-8 so, Shelbina, Mo, - ~ 
Key N .... comers: 
Strengths: The Lady Bulldogs return Amy Eagan 
at guard and feel they have moo: depth, the guanIs 
need to play • big role in the qffense. And forward 
Amy Pillard won't have to play guanl because ofbeuerdepth_ 
Weaknesses: With only two key returnees, and no seniors, inexperience 
could be. problem. 
Outlook: Truman State will look to build around Amy Pillard and Amy Eagan 
to try and become a factor in the MIAA_ HoweVer, with such a strong field thi, 
season that will be difficull The Lady Bulld<>gs could be justa year away, 
Coacb's Quote: ·Ourbiggest goal is to get in the confe",noe tournament, If 
you get in the top eight anything can happeII-" 
Lincoln 
Head Coach: Gene Jones 
1995·% Record: 10-16(1-ISin MIAA) 
Key Returnees: Sheila Leopold G, 5·8 sr, SI, 
Loui, . Mo. , Ashla Cantrell Ftc, 5·10 sr., Aint, 
Mich. 
Key Newcomer: Stacie Minor F, 5-9 jr., Kansas 
City! transfer Penn Valley cc. 
Strengths: Experience returns at the guard position. including Sheila Lopold, 
who averaged 18.9 points a game. The Lady ligen also return the team', 
leading scorer in Akia HagganL 
Weaknesses: Experience at ocher positions will be a probIem_ 
Outlook: lincoln bas another inexperienoed team and will have to look to 
Sheila Leopold to make a huge impacl- In order to make the playoffs the Lady 
TIgers will have to dig down deep and sweep games againsllower tier MlAA 
teams ... if such a thing exists_ 
Coacb'. QUole: "They're learning, !hete's a lot of things about the game they 
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Too many Americans die every year bc;cause they 
don't get help at the first sign of a hem attack. 
If you don't seek medical help because you'll be 
embarrassed if it's nothing . .. think about how 
much worse it will be if you don't get help, and 
it's something. . 
If you think you have symptoms, get medical 
help fast. 
Am ' ft!. encan Heart .. 
Association~'V 
Rghtlng HMr1 DRue 
To learn more, call1-BOO-AHA-USAI, or 
online at http://www.amhrt.org. 
American Heart Association 
SEVEN 
TIPS FOR THE WEEK 
1: Use both sides of the page. Paper 
makes up about 41% of our trash. 
2. 'Do you need a bag?" Think twice 
before taking a bag if your purchase is 
small. 
3. Plant a tree . The average American 




4. Recycle your soda cans. When you toss 
out one aluminum can you waste as much 
energy as if you'd filled the same can half 
full of gaSOline and poured it on the 
-ground. 
5. Recycle this newspaper. Newsprint is 
the easiest kind of paper to recycle. 
because it has no chemicals or fillers. 
6. Stay away form "styrofoam ." Polysty-
rene foam is non-biodegradable. Five 
hundred years from now. that foam cup 
Missouri Miner 
you drank from might be sitting on the 
Earth's surface. 
7. Spread the word. To save the world. it 
will take everyone. We need you. 
For a FREE Green Team Start-Up Kit write: 
Green Team -
P.O, Box 76 
Columbia , MO 65201 
• Alliance for Environmental Education 
Missouri M iner 
To The Gentlemen of the Miner Foot-
ball Team, 
Good luck on the final games of the 
season! We're very proud of you guys! 
Daisie, 
The Ladies of 
the Gold Miners 
Dance Squad 
A party ain't a party without you to 
kick it with .. :We'll have to break our 
old records in Texas! Stay scandalous! 
LICO, 
YTS 
To the Chi-O Pledges, 
. You giris are wild ... Keep up your 
Chi-O love and spirit! 
Gayle and Kathryn, 
LICO, 
Tonica 
Congrats on being elected our new 
officers - I'm very proud of you both! 
Tonica 
TiMfi··· 
ACROSS 56 ilumonsl 102 Bandleader 
I flUlIlg U\lcllwuld. Pllcnte 
4 f),ld,1I5111 57 AnCIC!lllIully 103 CIIIIIl;\IIyor? 
IOlllnJer 58 - Ilona 10<1 Fdll\ Silo? 
7 Ocwllcillng 59 Moulle 105 -Cilfrllcn" has 
Incnl1ou" homes? lour 
12 Sahtlan kill 6011t!lrer 106 Composor 
17 COltend'lI 62 'New Look" Nod 
alJbr lhJSI!)ner 108 KLrld 01 
18 ~Pshawl" 64 Tl onsnullad camera abbr 
19 Mrs laao 65 Maesiro 109 II's held Ily 
21 Baby betJ Antal SWISS banks 
22 Tom Clrlney 68 Cheryl 01 111 Soclablo 
bOok 'Chadltl's stOilina 
25 Helen Hunt Angels" 112 Strauss 
Jackson 70 Raison d'- opera. 
novol 72 Pigskin plor "Ariadne -
26 Lehar 73 SOulh Alric(ln N;lxOS" 
specially plOvince 115 Tenor 
27 Enlarlamer 77 Sme - non 119 Buoyant P,. 80 Actress Buster 
29 Bloomsbury M(lrtinelh 123 Apparel 
bllggy 81 Kernllrs 128 RenoU!'ce 
30 Noflhwoslern cousin 130 Football Hall 
51 82 Spouts like 01 Famer 
31 Primer pooch Cicero 133 Stuck one's 
. 34 Funnymari 85 TiJl neck out? 
PhIlips 87 Feudal 134llveslock 
36 - Na Na superior 135 Cow or sow 
39 Spell 89 Mlshmasll 136 Aclress Sara 
41lclller or Kmg 91 Gravy lIl\wS 137 Museum 
44 Vichyssoise 93 Barber's ~- plcce 
veggl8 lor Stllng5" 138 '65 Sam 
48 Sein leld or 95 Actor Cooke htI 
Skelton Neeson 139 Galloy rcalwe 
51 Snowshoe 97 ~For shame'" 140 ~Tho, - ilnd In 
ralJbl ! 99 Foolish ono r,17 111m) 
52 '64 Sean 100 '6 1 Arthur DOWN 
Connery 111m I CUlly cod 
55 Think 2 Make ready 
Candice, To Mel the Malicious, 
You have definitely made your Great job with the new PM's!! 
mark! I'm so proud of everything that 
you've accomplished! Stay strong and Candice, 
3 -Tile - Is 45 Conclusions 
111911" (,OO lui) 46 Wac ling LJlliJ 
<1 III ~c;Hr:h 01 41 Now lI .. mp 
5 DISOHlorly simp CCirnpus 
sorl 49 Prehm 
6 S;1HCY 50 One ollhe 
7 Surl hr)rlllly 001 91;15 
B P.,usran P'" 53 SoprOll\o 
9 "/ hlllgilll<1n GCldtshl\e 
R!mpso(.has·· 54 ApPH.hse 
composer 57 Pl<lcO 10 
10 Ducclor fe llre 
Kazan 61 CrMY 
11 Obey 63 Kruaer 01 
12 -,la-Ia ·/-Ityh I loon" 
13 Inclined plane 66 Fat siull 
14 Sconl ' 67 Not - many 
15 ForO<l.ffn bone words 
16 Jets, ".~ols or 690illg;:un 
Nels 71 And otller 
20 Past things tal. 
21 loarn fasl? 74 Valllpll8 
23 Smash leHer~ lepellenl 
24 LAsh lenglll- 75 PHIlling 
ener 76 Prnchee 
28 Tear 10 bils piece 
32 Tenor 77 Whall 
AUlelmno 76 SUOOldmate 
33 Lyllc poem 10 
35 lena 01 79 Dickens \llIe 
~Havana" slart 
36 James Herrio! 83 Mideastern 
was one Iulels 
37 Was an 84 Pampel 
optimist 86 Eye amo-
38 ACldlype rously 
40 "Go!chal" 88 GOSSlp _ 
41 Khan opener? 90 Atroclly 
;42 Blllden 92 Yotlng 
43 Com,ades lollowe r? 
94 Kansas City 
96 1 hey may be 
PfJIsolI;11 
98 Low Ulglt 
101 nllse:Jl ulCI'<; 
IOllllClllilmc 
102 Atlcn'Jpt 



























127 Hose mishar, 
129 - Speed· 
wagort 
131 Ca,ibou kin 
132 Centc, 01 
gravIty? 
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':': ~, 
1. What two teams joined the 
American League (baseball) in 
1977? 
2. What five -time winner of the 
Kentucky Derby lost his first 250 
races? 
3. What do you call a ban that hits 
the foul pole? 
4. What is the tennis term for miss-
ing on the firs t and second service? 
5. Where is the Baseball Hall of 
Fame? 
6. Where were the 1960 Summer 
Olympics held? 
7. What sport uses the te rm 
~mash ie-niblick"? 
8. What is men's par on a 455-yard 
golf hole? 
copyright 1996 by King 
Features Syndicate 
see Solutions, page 19 
Great job with Halloween stuff at Mama llamas? 
TJ and Quad! 
Way to go Farrar3!! You guys are 
Tiffany, great - keep up the good work and don't 
sweet! How's that Fl~xichair working out? I'm so glad'you're in our family!! get too stressed over school work. 
Tonica 
Parsley, 
Thanks for putting up with me! 




When are we going to go on 
Wednesday Walkout again? 
Mandy 
Laura,_ 
Welcome to the family! 
YBS 
Missy, 
How's the blankie? 
Kelly 
Anne, 
Bought imy natural gas lately? 
Wolfman, 
Too scary, go on. 
Oooh Quad Staff, 
Doing that thing you do! 
Kara, 
Don't drink and spew! 
Eric, 
Watch out ... she spits! 
Let's go Pike-to-Pike!! 
L., 









So when is the Altman 6 picnic? 
Good luck, Candice! You rock! 
ByeFaye! 
TJ. Too scary - go! 
It's double to get out. Yeah, so 1/2 
Wanna go red?? hour means one dollar, one hour means 
two dollars ... . 
Josh-and Chris, 
Are you ready for the rtightofyour Amber, 
lives? 
Your dates 
RHA's Sadie Hawkins dance is just 
around the corner. Ladies, have you 
asked him yet? 
-:r:h~ for seeing "MS" with me. 
MLAM 
Good work on the haunted house, 
Altman 6! I really appreciate it. 
Mercy, 
Mandy, Missy, KD Kara spits . .Cometo me!! 
I need to go on a Wednesday Walk- How is blanky-boy? 
out next time. 
Fire us all! 




100 bad you guys can't get past the 
. appejizers. 




How are your rug burns? 
What is nat-pumpmg? 
The TJ South Lounge WIll tremble 
on Thursday night ,t i :30!! . 
Meow. meow. 
The Captain 
Kappa Chi, Congratulations to the NRHH of 
We are the best house the Quad has the Month Award winners for Novem- To Everyone, 




I just lo~e that thing you do! 
Candice 
Patrick, 
Are \\;e going shopping again soon? 
:) Jcnp,ifer 
4 Nonh, 
Thanks for the Ghost Grams! 
9 South 
Good work on the Halloween Ex-
travaganza at the Quad, guys! 
Great Job, Tau Beta Sigma, on the 
13 new members! 
pus!! 
Kelly 0 Residents 
KellyC, 
Will you please stop bouncing 
marbles off your ceilings? 
Kelly 0 
George, 





11 that hits 
Iformiss. 
service? 











Yeah, so 1/2 
,hour means 
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THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING 
"He likes to mingle 
rabble ." 
.-------, 
"I'm glad you're back from 
the parle But whose kids 
are these?!" 
YOU'RE RI&HT". 





' ~ure , you get a choice - you can have a 
warm mug of flat draft, or you can have a 
warm pitcher of flat draft.' 
"Go to work?! Isn't it 




Page 18 Missouri Miner 
Forum 
governments are discussing new infor 
and ideas. Participants also will be 
involved in innovative discussions. 
Monday's activities started with a wel-
come from Dr. William James, CEST's 
director, and Dr. John T. Park, UMR 's 
Chancellor. 
Among the many experts who 
spoke on Monday were Stephen 
Mahfood, director of Environmental 
Improvement and Energy Resources 
Authority of Missouri ; Beverly Sauer 
of Franklin Associates; Jeffrey Zelms, 
president and CEO, and Doug Bice, 
environmental manager, of The Doe 
Run Co.; Dr. Craig Adams, the John 
Mathes Professor of environmental en-
gineering at UMR; Dr. Nord Gale, 
chair of lit" sciences at UMR; Dan 
Manners 
before you do anything and to follow 
his or her ead. For instance wait for 
your host to sit down, and wait for your 
host to start eating, which should be 
after everyone has been served. 
Sowers pointed out that many eti-
quette tips follow simple common 
sense. For instance, if you spoon soup 
away from you body and bring it back 
over the soup bowl it will drip into the 
·soup. If you spoon toward yourself and 
go directly to your mouth, you can drip 
down your shirt. 
from page 1 
Mickelson , president, and Aileen 
Hester, manager of quality assurance, 
of Aerofu Technology Inc.; Rueppel; 
and Russ Berland, attorney. 
Wetlands issues were addressed by 
Becky Powell of Monsanto environ-
mental Sciences center; Becky Gillette 
of Gillette & Associates ; and Dr. John 
Rodgers, director of the Center for 
Ecotoxicology at UMR. Tuesday's 
line-up included Dr. Richard Pinckert, 
director of environmental assurance 
division, and Robert Johnson, senior 
project engineer, of McDonnell Dou-
glas Aerospace; Dr. James Stoffer, di-
rector of the Material Research Center 
at UMR; Ray Forester, president of 
The Forester Group; and finally Bill 
Sugar. 
from page 2 
setting. However, you should drink 
from the glass on your right. 
It is best to pace yourself at dinner 
so that you don't finish considerably 
before or after you host, and when you 
are done with a course place your fork 
tines down, horizontally across your 
plate. When you are done with the 
entire meal, your napkin should be 
folded and placed to the right of your 
plate--not crumpled on your plate. 
Sowers stressed that all etiquette 
tips were not to be taken as hard rules, 
but general guidelines to follow. She 
went on to say that it is important to 
look at each situation separately and 
adapt to it. 
Gilmore 
honor. They, along with the other 
recipients , will be honored at the 
organization 's awards dinner on De-
cember 10 in New York City. 
Also to be honored are the new 
inductees into the College Football 
Hall of Fame: Foundation's Gold 
Medal winner Gene Corrigan, com-
missioner of the Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence and NCAA president; and Distin-
guished American award winner Rev . 
J . Donald Monan,SJ., Chancellor of 
Boston College. 
Brian Gilmore, a native of Potosi, 
MO, has won numerous other awards 
while at UMR. Last month, Burger 
King Corporation selec ted him 
"Scholar-Athlete of the Week", bring-
ing a S 10,000 scholarship in his name 
to the university. Gilmore has also 
been selected by Successful Farming 
magazine to the All-America Farm 
Team for the last two years, bringing a 
$1,000 scholarship to UMR in his 
name. He has also been named to the 
GTE/CoS IDA Academic AIl-Ameri-
Wednesday, November 6, 1996 
from page 1 
year as a starter, Gilmore had two sacks 
and three interceptions as the Miners 
went 5-5-1. 
Gilmore was a captain for last 
season' s Miners and a pre-season AIl-
America s~lection byCol/ege Football 
can and All-District VII frrst (earn in Preview, an honor he also received 
1994 and 1995, as well as being named prior to the 1996 season. Also, he has 
to the MlAA All-Academic team those been named honorable mention AIl-
same years . MlAA linebacker in each of the last 
On the football field, Gilmore . two years. 
leads the Miners in tackles with 66 and 
is clUTently third on the UMR career 
tackle list with 350, only 10 tackles 
away from second place. He has led 
UMR in tackles over the past two 
years, with 122 in 1994 and 137 and 
1995. Last year he also had eight 
tackles for a loss, two blocked kicks, 
and an interception. In 1994, his frrst 
Around campus, Gilmore has 
served as an officer in the M-Club, a 
student-athlete service organization. 
He is also a member of the American 
Ceramic Society, Keramos, and the 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. 
Brian Gilmore, the son of Larry 
and Cheryl Gilmore, is a senior major-
ing in ceramic engineering. 
Some etiquette tips are not so intui-
tive, but equally important. For in-
stance, at a table where the place set-
tings are close it can be hard to tell 
which items are yours and which ~­
long to those next to you. Sowers said 
that the rule is to take solids from your 
left and liquids from you right. There-
fore if there are bread plates set out, 
take the one on the left side of you place 
For students that did not attend the 
dinner but are interested in etiquette 
issues, Sowers recommends looking at 
one of a number of books available on 
etiquette or viewing the video on eti-
quette available through the COCo 
In an effort to promote safe sex, UMR Techs and Student Health ServIces handed out 
"Candy and Condoms" last week In conjunctIon with Halloween. 
Shuttle 
ated jet will transmit data during the 
flight and bring samples and the equip-
ment back to the Cape where UMR's 
researchers will evaluate the data. 
"We are trying to establish what 
role particulates in the shuttle's ex-
haust play in ozone depletion during a 
launch and how long they persist," 
Hagen said. "We will quantify their 
size, total concentration and reactive 
surface area. These are things the Air 
Force and NASA need to know in order 
to evaluate how the exhaust affects the 
environment." 
The study is funded by a $220.000 
granl from the Air Force and a $50,000 
matching grant from UMR. The study 
also includes the interrogation of 
plumes from Titan rocket launches 
from the Cape and Vandenburgh Air 
Force Base in California. Two of the 
Titan launches already have taken 
place. 
. This is not the first time Hagen and 
Whitefield have tested exhaust 
plumes . They are internationally 
known for their research into the ex-
haust of commercial jets, including the 
Concorde. Their equipment, however, 
had to be redesigned to endure the 
extremely low temperature of -60 de-
grees Fahrenheit and low atmospheric 
pressure between 50,000 and 60,000 
feet where the shurtle samples will be 
gathered. 
The reason for the experiments is 
the Air Force and NASA want answers 
to the,!luestions about the environmen-
from page 2 
tal impact of rocket exhaust Visitors 
to NASA's website have frequently 
asked questions like "Is it true that the 
Space Shuttle creates a local ozone 
hole, and that the Space Shuttle re-
leases more chlorine than all industrial 
uses worldwide?" 
According to NASA, the current 
rate that the space shuttle launches 
poses no significant threat to the ozone 
layer and will have no lasting effect on 
the environment. 
The UMR researcher's tests will 
be the most comprehensive ever con-
ducted on the shurtle's plume. Results 
are scheduled to be reported in January 
at a special session of the American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronau-
tics meeting in Reno, Nevada. 
DRUNK DRMNG DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS. 
(" 
I 
Nathan Hollingsworth, killed July 30, 1991 at 1:20 pm on 1-20, Pearl, Miss. 
Next time your friend insi.sts on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him. 
Because tf he ktlls mnocent people, how will you live with yourself? 
fRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
Fees 
tivity money at $5.00 per semester per 
student, denying them the five cent per 
semester per student increase they had 
requested. 
When the KMNR representative ' 
came to the microphone, however, a 
third budget was presented. She said 
that KMNR had been unable to contact 
the SAFB representative, and thus had 
felt unguided when preparing the bud-
get that SAFB presented. She went on 
to say that KMNR was requesting a 30 
cent per semester per student increase 
in their student activity fee money. 
The main reason given for this in-
crease was the purchase of some new 
equipment that is now required by the 
from page 1 
Federal Communication Comission. 
¥any questions were raised about this 
and other items on the KMNR budget 
including staff salaries, and travel ex-
penses. 
Most discussion of the o ther 
organziations was relatively unevent-
ful. 
No definite resolutions came out of 
the forum. It was mainly just an oppor-
tunity for the SAFB to get input from 
the students to help them form their 
final recomendations. 
The StuCo meeting at which Stu-
dent Activity Fees will be discussed 
and voted on is scheduled for Tuesday 




Please help us put on 
the brakes. 
'MIIR 
Muscutar Dystrophy Auoctatlon 
1-800-572-1717 
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Mooch 
others to read, that is uncensored? Un-
til the student union is built, why can't 
students have a place to gather, like a 
student-run coffee house, th~t is com-
fortable and informal and that pro-
inotes conversation and creativity? 
Why is the newspaper afraid to 
publish anonymous letters, I mean 
truly anonymous, and why the heck is 
someone monitoring our e-mail? I 
think it is interesting that those who 
Starward 
plished. You should feel g~d and 
breathe freely ; enjoy this . blessed 
week. For in return you will have to 
wear a hoop skirt and dance ar!lund 
wildly chanting squirrels, all the .while 
humming the tune to "Penguin Planet" 
and drawing a scuba diver on an easel. 
Remember ... the easel! 
Virgo (August 23-September 22) .-
Silence. Silence is golden. Or so Ihave 
heard. But then, in the heapng, there is 
no longer silence. 'So hearing is not 
golden, just silence. But without the 
hearing there can be no silence--<)th-
erwise everything would be just, well, 
just there-you have to have hearing to 
have silence. Buthearing' s not golden. 
This makes no sense-silence is 
World 
elephant. These majestic creatures 
once roamed freely on the savannah, 
but the development of Gambian con-
dominiums and golf courses has 
quickly led to dwindling numbers of 
these beautiful creatures. 
So, you ask, what can I do to help 
alleviate the problem? There is really 
only one solution, moving ~o Gambia to 
live with the elephants. See you there. 
That brings my article full circle, 
back to the Republican party, which 
Solutions 
make the rules on campuses today 
would not have stood for the same 
restrictions placed on their intellectual 
freedom when they were undergradu-. 
ates. 
I suppose I was more interested this 
w~~k in creativity than in mooching. I 
just wondered why there seems to be so 
little creativity on this campus when I 
have met so many students who are 
talented musicians, writers and artists. 
golden but the necessary element to 
having this silence is not golden. 
Libra (September 23-0ctober 22) -
Turkey. 
Scorpio (OctOber 23-November 21) -
You will have a stapler in your nose. 
What this means, you will have to 
figure 'out, but a hint-you are not 
average . (Get iL..means, average ... ha 
ha ha hal. 
Sagittarius (November 22-Decem-
ber 21) - Cassette tapes record music. 
This week you will buy some cassette 
tapes from a smelly lady named Marge. 
Now, Marge may be smelly, but just 
think about a time when you were 
smelly and you wanted to sell a cassette 
tape. There, now you know to give 
from page 5 
has the delightful elephant as its mas-
cot. The Republicans really have taken 
a beating this election year. Obviously, 
they remained out of the White House 
(and probably will for another eight 
years after Clinton's second Presiden-
tial term ' (watch out for the Gore-
Clinton ticket in 2000», and had some 
seats in the House and Senate stolen 
from them. 
If only they had supported theAfri-
can eiephant cause. 
from page 5 
And why are there so many rules for 
such a mild-mannered group of stu-
dents? 
In the interest of free speech, inter-
esting ideas and vigorous protest, drop 
me a note, signed or unsigned, at the 
Miner office, or send me an e-mail 
message, if you don't mind 4000 
people reading it before I receive it, 
and I will address your ideas about this 
in my article. 
from page 6 
Marge the benefit of the doubt and buy 
that cassette tape. 
Capricorn (Decem her 22-January 
19) - !ahah aH !etad ategyllautcayam 
uo Y .oom .lliw srood dna nepo lliw 
swoC .kaeps lliw sgod dna krab lliw 
elpoeP .desrever eb lliw keew rouY 
Aquarius (January 20-Febr uary 18) 
- Unlike the immortal Son in 
Shakespeare's acclaimed The Third 
Part of King Henry the Sixth, "I'll bear 
thee hence, where I may weep my fill ," 
you should be strong and not be beared 
and not weep your fill. Instead--i'e-
member sandpaper! Be rough and 
papery! 
Pisces (Fehruary 1?-Marcb 20) 
Livers are in frogers, too. 
Isaac from page 6 
and three children. He also enjoys 
reading and joggU;g. 
Dr. Isaac is very aware of the perse-
verance necessary to succeed in the 
world today. It must have been very . 
difficult to overcome the cultural and 
language differences that faced him 
when he came to the States. His dili-
gent effort, however, brought him to 
where he is today. He challenges all 
students to "aspire for the best." 
~,SSSS~ 
from page 16 
Sports Quiz ~rll if1 ~ .. ~!: lit j~l~ ~~ g ~ 1· 1. Seattle Mariners and Toronto Blue Jays; 
2. Eddie Arcaro; 
3. a home run; 
4. double fault; 
5. Cooperstown; 
6. Rome, Italy; 
7. golf; 
8. four 
R E 6 5 TOR M RII 5 I N G RAM (5 N ;.: ~~~~~t~i~. f~~~~i~~RAij SHA~i=A~~gjALA~~~"~1 ~QM!gl~i~E '~t~fl~i!~ OPINE A.RT BAAL ANDREA t~~f~ .~iD~~tilo~~si~T _~6~~!l~~~~Q~~t~I~~~~ ORANGEFREESTATE q~~.~[ii~t~i~~~RA~!~~ UNTO LORD OLIO LUMPS ~O~~lbi[lAM. t ~T i6fof 
1'~~~i~~~~'~~~.M"ii.i AAR MYNA AUF FEAR!tRABBE~~GARM~NTS 
ABjUR~IROb~EVI[TBibWN 
~~~~~~ ~~~!~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
----
. ~ . I 
Ame.t~~=~O RESEARCH REPORTS 
___ Urgest Ubrary oIlnfonnaIIon In u.s. . 
-- TOI'ICS-ALLSUBJEr:TS 
A stroke can chang 
your life forever 
Visa I MC or coo 
Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Assls1ance 
113221daM Ave .. #'106-RR. Los Angeles . CA 9lO25 
If you don't stop someone from driving' drunk, who will? Do whatever ii takes. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
Get Shorty 7 & 9pm 
A1finpvies sl1dwrliir;ME-104 
. jf~WIftt:l1ilkfl)~ID 
!1ttP"~ .  uriif~e#(if,s(Jb·· 
Rocko 
the evil which has apparently followed 
him there. 
While in Seattle, though, he has 
made a connection with the Millen-
nium Group, an undergroundorganiza· 
tion which believes that the forces of 
evil are amassing as the millennium 
approaches and should be confronted 
in order to keep them from taking over 
the world. 
Millennium is definitely worth 
checking out on Fridays at 8 p.m. on 
any Fox channel. If you like the X-
Files, you sure ly won ' t be disap-
pointed by Millennium. 
Not to change the subject too 
abruptly, but Rocko wants me to re-
mind you that The Mousetrap is play-
Techs 
from page 6 
ing this weekend on campus. And that 
whoever doesn't have tickets, needs to 
pick theirs up_ The Mousetrap isn't as 
graphic as Millennium, but it's sure to 
entertain, as its straight 44 year run in 
theaters can attest. 
from page 7 
toppings include green peppers, mush- - noes pizza at midnight is not healthy 
rooms, onions and tomatoes. Cheese, for your metabolism is slower at that 
pepperoni, sausage, meats and olives time of night and there are healthier 
have a higher fat content. 2. Get snacks for these times. 
smaller burgers without the "special Healthy snacks include fresh fruit, 
sauces." Mayonnaise, pickles and popcorn without butter, plain yogurt, 
mustard are lower in fat but have a high 
sodium content. Leave off the cheese 
for it adds an ex tra 100 calories. 3. 
Don't skip the all-time favorite 
McDonald's french fries, just get a 
smaller size and split it with a friend_ 
4. Salads and sandwiches are a good 
choice as long as you go light on the 
·dressings. 5. Drink non·fat or low-fat 
milk, diet soda or water. 
We all enjoy a late night snack or a 
snack during a study break but a Domi-
and vegetable sticks. Granola bars, 
fruit yogurt, nuts and cheese are 
healthy snacks, but they have a higher 
calorie content. 
Hopefully this information will 
help you plan out a healthier diet in 
your already hectic college life_ !fyour 
organization would like a presentation 
on nutrition contact the UMR TECHS 
at techS@umr.edu or call Stephanie 
Franklin at 341-4225. 
Have a healthy day. 
Computer Programmer 
Due to recent growth, we have an opening 
for a Computer Programmer. Pleasant, team-
oriented work environment Experience in 
RBASE, dBASE, FoxPro, or C and Novell 
Network Operating System preferred. Send 
salary requirements andresume to MRS, 
Attn: DATA Department, 208 Metro 
Drive,JefferSon City, MO, 65409. E.OE. 
If you have any questions, please call 
Becky Wieberg at (573)893-8001. 
·THE -PROFESSIONAL-
TELEPHONE: 341-3800 
JOy SUWVAN, Owner/Stylist 
• Walk-ln.-Welcome 
• Student Dlacounta 
708 N. BIshoP Slite 2 
(Above OomI/I08 Pizza) 
Southside Shoppers World 
1032 S. Bishop Ave. 
Rolla, Mo 65401 
Witt M-F 10-10 
Wort Sat 8a.m.-IOp.m. 
Works (573) 341-3311 
Homebrewing Supply 




. Missouri Miner Wednesday, November 6, 1996 
Basketball season begins 
Above: The Lady Miners practice In 
preparation for their exhibition game 
Sunday and their opener at St. Francis (III.). 
The Lady Miners were 21-7 last season a 
wona share of the conference title. Right: 
Marc Tompkins puts In a lay up during 
Midnight Madness. The Miners are 
nationally ranked In several pre.season 
publications and are picked second In the 
MIAA Conference . The Miners are the 
defending conference champs. They will 
open their season1o~orrow In an exhibition 
with the Dream Builders. 
Wilh-your help, 
MDA is building a tomorrow 





Stevie Ace Flores. 
" Killed by a dn.mh dllvcr 
on tVlarch 23,1993, on Pacific Coast 
Highway in Wilmington, Cali{ 
If you don't SlOp your friend 
from dli\lng drunk, who wim 
Do whatever it takes. 
~'aking a bequest to the 
American Heart Assoc iation 
says something special about 
you. It 's a gift of health for 
future generations - .an 
unselfish aCt of ca ring. 
Your gift w ill fund research 
and educationa l programs to 
'fight heart attack, stroke, 
high blood pressure and other 
cardio\'3scular diseases . And 
. . t _.a:"", . 
, ." , ,.r.."t.-\;(". 
bring others the joy ~nd.c .. 
freedo~ of good health: , ~;.: .. 
To learn more about hO\\c .. 
you can leave a legacy for the 
future, call1·800,AHA-CSAI. 
Do it toaa),. 
,-
American Heart ~ 
. Association ... V 
• Fighting Heart Disease 
and Slfoke 
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Wednesday, November 6, 1996 
AMERICAN AIRLINES 
P,O, Box 582809 MD165 . Intervlew Date: 11/21 
Tulsa, OK 74158-2809 
Attn: Ms. Iris Culp, Human Resources Rep. 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: AERO EMAN MECH 
Grad Dates:05961296 0597 0797 
Position Available: Englner 
Position Location: Tulsa, OK 
Deadline for subrillttlng resumes: November 7 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, Nov 20 - 7:00 p.m. - 201 Norwood 
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall . 
BHP STEEL 
222 West Kalama River 
Kalama. WA 98625 
Method: Open 
Interview Date: 11/20 
Attn: Mr. Gregg Robison. Project Asslstan~ 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 . 
Majors: MET 
Grad Dates:05961296 0597 0797 
Position Available: Engr. Management Development Program 
Position Location: West Coast & Intematlonal 
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: November 7 - 8:00 a.m. 
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday. Nov 19 - 7:00 p.m; - 201 Norwood Hall 
BORAL BRICKS INC. 
500 N Ridge Road Suite 300 
Atlanta, GA 30350 
Method: PR5-0PEN 
Intervlew Date: 11/25 
Attn: Mr. Craig Dallas, Employment Manager 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.450 
Majors: CER EMAN GEE MECH MIN GEOL 
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797 Citizenship: US/perm 
Position Available: Manufacturing Management 
Position Location: Salis burg. N.C.; Henderson. TX; Atlanta. GA; Columbus. GA 
Deadline for submitting resumes: November 7 
'Informatlon on position available In 301 Norwood Hall 
FRU.cON ENGINEERING. INC. Method: PR~FCFS 
15933 Clayton Road Intervlew Date: 11/07 
Ballwin. MO 63011 
Attn: Mr. James Coleman. Jr •• Director of Personnel 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 3.000 
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC 
Grad Oates:1296 00 
Citizenship: USjPerm 
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall. 
1 RMnIde.... 0.. of IriI.nt.w: 
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INTERCONNECT DEVICES,INC. 
5101 Richland Avenue 
Kansas City, KS 66106 
Attn: Ms. Stephanie Hewel, Human Resources Lead 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: ELEC MECH 
Grad Dates:0596 1296 
Position Available: Industrial Engr; Product Engr. 
Position location: Kansas City. KS 
Deadline for submitting resumes: November 7 
. 
Missouri Miner 
MINNESOTA MINING & MFG 
5400 Route B 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Intervtew Date: 11/18 
. Columbia. MO 65202 
Attn: Mr. Ruben Funk. Project Engr. SupefV\sor 
Degree Level: B M MlnllTllJm GPA: 2.950 
Majors: CHE ELEC MECH 
Grad Dates:1296 00 
Position Available: Project Eng,; Process Erigr; Product Engr 
Position Location: Columbia. MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: November 7 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS 
225 Iowa Avenue 
Muscatine. IA 52761 
Method:PRS-OPEN 
Intervlew Date: 11/21 
Attn: Mr. Tom Walgren. Human Resources Officer 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.450 
Majors: ELEC MECH 
Grad Dates:1296 00 
Citizenship: US/perm 
Position Available: Electrical Engr; Mechanical Engr 
Position Location: Muscatine, IA 
Deadline for submitting resumes: NoVember 6 
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall 
Pagelt 
CANCELLATION: Southwest Research Institute has CANCELLED the November 12 recruiting 
date. 





All organizational meeting times 
and places are provided by the Stu-
dent Activity Center, 218 UCW. 
Please send all changes to the afore-
mentioned office. 
12:00 pm: Intercultural Relations Com-
mittee, Centennial Hall, UCE 
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria, UCE 
6:00 pm: Spelunkers Club, 204 
McNutt 
6:00 pm: Student Activity Fee Board, 
Meramec Rm, UCE 
6:00 pm: TJ Flag football tournament, 
Frat Row Fields 
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ~ 
7:00 pm: IEEE, 114 CE 
7:00 pm: UMR Amateur Radio Club, 
I 10 Buehler 
7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi, 125 
Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers, 
204 McNutt 
9:00 pm: Residence Hall Association, 
209 & 209A MCS 
12:00 pm: Psychology Club, Psychol-
ogy ConferenceRm 
2:30 pm: Student Council, StuCo Law-
yer, WaInut Rm, UCW 
4:30 pm: Chi Epsilon, 117 CE 
4:30 pm: American Ceramic Society, 
206 McNutt . 
4:30 pm: UMR Civil Engineering 
Graduate seminar, "SI. Louis Metro 
Link and Public Transit Systems," by 
James VanBuran, 217 CE 
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellow-
ship, Mark Twain Rm., UCE 
6:00 pm: Gaming Association, 314CE 
6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF 
':15 pm: Intercollegiate 'Knights, G-S 
HSS 
,:30 p.: American Nuclear Society, 
227 Fulton 
, ':30 pa: B.ptist's· . SI~nt ·Union 
Worship $crvic:e, 610 W. 101b 51 
7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian Fel-
lowship, Meramec Rm, UCE 
7:00 pm: UMR Native American Cel~ 
ebration floutist and storyteller, T. Chin, 
Centennial Hall, UCE 
7:00 pm: Sociaty of Hispanic Profes-
sional Engineers, 212 McNutt 
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140 
Schrenk 
7:30 pm: St Pats Celebration Com-
mittee, 107C ME Annex 
7:30 pm: Circle K, 117 ME 
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 216 McNutt 
8:00 pm: Academic Competition Or-
ganization, 3! 2 CE 
8:00 pm: Panhellenic Council, Mis-
souri Rm, UCE 
8:00 pm: ACM, 216 MCS 
8:00 pm: Performanc.e (Theatre Play-
ers) - "The Mousetrap" 
6:00 pm: Army ROTC Joint Forces 
Banquet, Centennial Hall, UCE 
7:00 pm: ' Show-Me Anime, 204 
McNutt 
7:00 pm: SUB Fall fIlms, Get Shorty, 
104 ME 
8:00 pm: Performance (Theatre Play-
ers) - "The Mousetrap" 
9:00 pm: SUB Fall fIlms, Get Shorty, 
104 ME 
All Day: Blue Key Leadership Fo-
rum, McNutt 
11:30 am: UMR Staff Council tailgate 
party, designated area near Jackling 
Field 
2:00 pm: Chess Club, Carver(fumer 
Rm, UCE 
7:00 pm: SUB Fall films, Get Shorty, 
104 ME 
8:00 pm: Residence Hall Association 
Sadie Hawkins Dance, Centennial Hall, 
UCE 
8:00 pm: Performance (Theatre Play-
ers) - "The Mousetrap" 
9:00 pm: SUB FaD films, G~I Shotty, 
104 ME 
u: .... : G8IIIin, Associabon, 231 
McNutt 
2:00 pm: Performance (Theatre Play-
ers) - "The Mousetrap" 
2:00 pm: Chinese Student Association 
School, ME Bldg 
4:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha, Walnut 
Rm,UCW ' 
8:00 pm: Student Council Professional 
Societies Roundtable, Missouri Rm, 
UCE 
8:30 pm: Omega Sigma Service Orga-
nization, 204 McNu(t 
9:00 pm: Blue Sabres, 208 Harris 
1~lj.I·lllliJ~I~I.~ !'~~~;~.;i~ii·11 
10:00 am: Student Council, Ask Mr. 
StuCo Table, Puck 
12:00 pm: University Orators Chap-
ter of Toastmasters International, Mis-
souri Rm, UCE 
2:30 pm: UMR Computer Science 
Colloquium, "3-D Motion and Struc-
ture Estimation for Very Low Bit Rate 
Video Coding," by Levent Onural, 209 
MCS 
4:00 pm: UMR Annual Army-Air 
Force ROTC Veteran's Day Retreat 
Ceremony, Harris Hall 
4:30 pm: Chemistry Department Semi-
nar - "Phototransformation' of Chlori-
nated Aromatics in Gas Phase and on 
Aerosol," by Xinzhong Zhang, G-3 
Schrenk 
6:00 pm: UMR Independents, Walnut 
Rm,UCW 
6:30 pm: Chi Epsilon Pledge Presenta-
tions, 117 CE 
6:30 pm: Association of Btack Stu-
dents, 204 McNutt 
7:00 pm: Alpha Kappa Alpha, Sun-
riseRm, UCE 
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140 
Schrenk 
8:00 pm: Academic Competition Or-
ganization, 312 CE 
1:30 pm: Christian Science OJ:ganiza-
tion, Sunrise Rm, UCE 
4:30 pm: UMR Geological Engineer-
ing seminar, 'Trends in Environmental 
·Law," by Eugene Schmittgens, 204 
McNutt 
'5:00 pal SWE. 216 McNutt 
6:00 pm: Theta Tau Omega,'Freshman 
of the Year Interviews, 104 Physics 
7;00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, Pledge 
Meeting, 125 Schrenk 
7:00 pm: Koinonia, Meramec Rm, 
UCE 
7:00 pm: College Democrats, 216 
McNutt 
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140 
Schrenk 
7:00 pm: Film Festival - It's All True, 
Leach Theatre, Castleman 
7:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE 
7:30 pm: SUB Performing Arts, 
Acoustical Guitar, Cafeteria, UCE 
8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma Active 
Meeting, 139 Schrenk 
9:00 pm: Amold Air Society, 208 Har-
ris 
9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Miner Rec 
Bui!ding 
12:00 pm: Booster Club, G&D 
Steakhouse 
2:30 pm: Siudent Council, StuCo Law-
yer, Walnut Rm, UCW 
5:00 pm: Sigma GarnmaEpsilon, 206 
McNutt 
5:30 pm: Sigma Tau Delta, 208 ME 
6:00 pm: A. S. M. E., 104 ME 
6:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu, 104 EE 
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria, UCE 
6:00 pm: Spelunkers Club, 204 
McNutt 
6:20pm: ASCE,AGC, ACI, 114,117, 
& 118CE 
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME 
7:00 pm: UMR Amateur Radio Club, 
110Buehier 
7:00 pm: AlCIlE, G-3 Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi, 125 
Schrenk-
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers, 
204 McNutt 
7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sisma, 126 SchrenIt 
8:30 pm: Kappa Mu Epsilon. 203 
MCS 
~~!~:i 
To all clubs and organizations 
if there is an error in the date, place, or 
time of your meeting in the "What's Up 
at UMR" section of The Miner, or if 
you'd like to add your organization's 
meeting to the calendar, then e-mail the 
Assistant News Editor at 
'Ieong@umr.edu.' The organization 
must be' university approved for sub-
mission to The Miner Calendar of 
Events. 
Veterens' Day Retreat Ceremony 
The Army-Air Force ROTC is holding 
a Veterens' Day Retreat Ceremo~yon 
Novembe'r II, 1996 at4:00pm at Harris 
Hall. Everyone is invited. If weather is 
inclement, the ceremony will !>e held in' 
I04ME. For more inform.ation, contact 
Jason Reynolds at 341-4744. 
Bluegrass Music Party 
At 7:00 pm on November 16, there will 
be a bluegrass music party in the Tho-
mas Jefferson Residence Hall South 
Lounge. There will be members of the 
Rolla community playing bluegrass 
music and all UMR students, faculty 
and staff are invited to come watch, 
listen,leam, or even play along. The free 
event is being sponsored by Residential 
Life and is designed to keep Bluegrass 
music alive in the younger generations. 
Refreshments will be provided. 
The Council of G~aduate Students 
Wanna know what's going on? Wanna 
get involved in making graduate stu-
dents' lives easier? Join The Council of 
Graduate Students. We meet on Tues-
daysevery other week at9:00 pm in the 
Carverffurner Room in UCE. The 
next meeting is November 19. Bethere! . 
If you wantto know more about us, visit 
our web page @ http://www.umr.edu! 
-gradcnsV . . If you want to be on our 
mailing list, e-mail Yvonne Liske @ 
liske@umr.edu. 
SUB's Annual College Bowl 
SUB's Annual College Bowl will be 
November 23rd at 9:00am upstairs in 
UCE. This is an academic competition 
open to all UMR students to compete 
for p~ money. The prizes are as 
follows: first place team receives S16O, 
second place tearn receives S120, and 
third place team receives S80. Teams of 
four should pick up an application from 
IheSUBofficein218UCW. 'I"heRisno 
entry ree! · 
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WednesBay, Novemb'er ,6, 01996 
Libriuy's Research Assistance Pro· cipients. Recipients must also have fi-
gram. It provides consultations with nancial need. Students who received an 
reference librarians who will help you award this year will need to reapply to 
with your research. The reference li- be considered for a 1997-98 award. The 
brarian will help you develop a search same application process and form will 
strategy, identify appropriate subject .. be used to sele~t recipients of the C. J. 
headings in MERUN and indices, iden- Grimm Scholarship as the requirements 
tify subject indices and reference mate- are quite similar. The Grimm Scholar-
rial, and fmd a topic for your research ship requires that students be in the 
assignment. To arrange a consultation, upper one fourth of their class' and fi-
filloutareferenceassistanceformatthe nancial need is not to be considered. 
library and make an appointment to Applications available in the Student 
consult with a reference librarian or call Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
341-4007 for more information. Application deadline and transcript 
Center for Personal and Profes-
sional Development announces 
counseling sessions 
The Center for Personal and .!'rofes-
sional Development is announcing the 
Fall 1996 group Counseling sessions 
that will be open to the UMR co"!mu-
nity. The focus areas include: Self-
Esteem, Sexual AbuseSurvivors, Career 
Planning, Family Based Issues, General 
Therapy/Support, and Stress Manage-
ment All groups are confidential and are 
open to UMR staff, students, and fac-
ulty. Members are pre-screened indi-
vidually. Please contact Kevin Gaw or 
Diane Stutts at 204 Norwood Hall,341-
4211 for more information. 
$ Financial $ Aid . Information 
American Electroplaters and Sur-
face Finishers Society 
Each year the American Electroplaters 
and Surface Finishers Society offers 
scholarships to upper class undergradu-
ate and graduate students who are in-
terested in the surface finishing field. 
Criteria: 
• Undergraduate students must be 
studying in metallurgy, metallurgical en-
gineering, materials science or engineer-
ing, chemistry, chemical engineering, or 
environmental engineering. 
• Selection factors include achievement, 
scholarship potential, motivation and 
interest in the finishing technologies. 
• Must be a full-time student during 
the academic year ' the scholarship is 
received. • 
• Financial need is not a factor. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
Application and all requested docu-
ments must be postmarked by April 
15,1997. 
Roy N. McBride Loan/Scholarship 
and C,J. Grim Scholarship 
Qualifications are that recipients shall 
be juniors or seniors who are progress-
ing satisfactorily toward a baccalaure-
ate degree in engineering and shall be 
persons of good character, high integ-
rity, and common sense. and have a 
good sense of applied .engineering. A 
cumulativeGPA of 3.00 is a ~easonable 
cut-off.for ~electiol) of schoiarship re-
must be submitted by February 1,1997. 
Mary R. Norton Memorial Scholar-
ship Award for Women 
The Committee E-4 of the American 
Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) takes great pleasure in an-
nouncing a yearly scholarship for a 
woman college senior or first year 
graduate student enrolled in MetallUrgy 
or Materials Science. The Mary R. 
Norton Memorial Scholarship Award 
honors Miss Norton who passed away 
in 1974 after serving as a pioneer for 
womens' status in the workplace, with 
42 years of active and productive em-
ployment in the field of Metallography. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
Application deadline November 15. 
1996. 
Reminder to Students 
The 97/98 "Renewal" Free Application 
for Federal Student Aid mailing from 
the Federal Processor will be mailed 
'from 11/18/96-1/3/97. If you do not 
receive your 97/98 renewal FAFSA by 
2/1/97, complete a "regular" 97/98 
FAFSA, which can be received from the 
Student Financial Aid Office. 
Hubert H. Humphrey Doctoral Fel-
lowship Program 1996-97 United 
States Arms Control and Disarma-
ment Agency 
Since 1979. this federal grant program 
has provide<! financial assistance to over 
80 doctoral and law students who are 
completing research in the fields of 
nuclear and conventional arms control. 
nonproliferation and disarmament. The 
total Hubert H. Humphrey grant is 
$14,000, which includes $6.000 for tu-
ition and $8,000 for the stipend. Ap-
plications available in the Student Fi-
nancial Aid Office. G-I Parker Hall. 
Applicationdeadline: March 15, 1997. 
Carat Scholarship Foundation 
Carat Scholarship Foundation is funded 
by the contributions of civic-minded 
individuals, business and various fund 
raisers. The Foundation offers $1000 
scholarships semiannually to graduate 
and undergraduate students who are 
United States citizens. The scholar-
ships are awarded on the basis of career 
goals, financial need and academic 
record. To reg:ive an application. please 
have interested students send a stamped 
self-addressed envelope to: CaratSchol-
arship Foundation, Attn: Carol 
McAuliffe-Director, 5 Magnolia Park-
way, Hawthorne Woods, IL 60047. 
Completed Application must be re-
ceived by: January is, 1997. 
Air & Waste Management Associa-
tion Scholarship Mid-West Section 
The Air and Waste Management Asso-
ciation (A&WMA) is pleased to an-
nounce that $24,000 in scholarship and 
grants is available to full-time graduate 
students pursuing careers in environ-
mental sciences, such as air pollution 
control or waste management. at the 
start of the 1997-98 academic year. 
Awards are based on academic record, 
career plans and goals; recommenda-
tions, extracurricular activities. Appli-
cations available in the Student Finan-
• cial Aid Office. G-I Parker Hall. All 
forms and reco~mendations ;"ust be 
postmarked no later then Wednesday, 
December 4, 1996. 
Glamour Magazine's 1997 Top Ten 
College Women Competition 
Any women who is a full-time junior 
(third year of undergraduate study) at an 
accredited college or university for the 
1996-97 academic year is eligible to 
enter. What it takes: 
• leadership experience 
* involvement on campus 
• excellence in your field of study 
• unique, inspiring goals 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
Application deadline must be returned 
by: January 31, 1997 
Kids' Chance, Inc of Missouri 
This is a nonprofit corporation devel-
oped by interested insurers, employers, 
attorneys. labor, medical andrehabilita-
tion groups. The purpose of Kids' 
Chance is to provide financial scholar-
ships to complete the education of chil-
dren of workers who have been seri-
ously injured or killed in Missouri work 
related injuries. Children who have a 
parent who was permanently or cata-
strophically injured or killed in a Mis-
souri compensable injury or occupa-
tional disease. and who are Missouri 
residents between the ages of 16 and 25. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall. 
National Academy for Nuclear 
Training Scholarship Program 
National Academy for NuclearTraining 
Scholarships are awarded to collegestu-
dents who have demonstratedoutstand-
ing academic achievement and who are 
interested in pursuing careers in the U.S. 
nuclear power industry. The Academy 
Educational Assistance Program is part 
of a nationwide effort to encourage stu-
dents to consider careers in the nuclear 
power industry as well as to provide 
financial support to those sl;Udying sub-
jects that prepare them for nuclear 
power .employment. For the 1997 -98 
academic year. new and renewal merit-
based scholarships of $2.500 each will 
be awarded to eligible students. 
Awards are not restricted to nuclear 
engineering majors. 
• a U.S. citizen or U.S. national 
• considering a career in the nuclear 
power industry 
• enrolled at an accredited U.S. college/ 
university in an approved culriculum 
related to a career in the nuclear power 
industry, such as: nuclear eng'ineering, 
chemical engineering (nuclear or power 
option) , mechanical engineering 
(nuclear or power option), electrical 
engineering (nuclear or power option). 
power generation health physics. 
* free of post-college obligations (e.g .• 
ROTC or NUPOC) 
• minimum GPA of3.0 (on a scale of 
1.0 to 4.0) as ofJanuary I, 1997 
• at least one but no more than three 
academic years of study remaining to 
graduation (for cop-operative educa-
tion students. no more than six in-school 
semesters or nine quarters). Applica-
tions available in the Student Financial 
Aid Office. G-l Parker Hall. Deadline is 
February 1, 1997.-
Rotary Club of Florissant Scholar-
ship Program 
The Florissant Rotary Club is offering a 
loan program which is available for eli-
gible students through the Flo-Ro 
Trust This program is part of an overall 
effort by the Florissant Rotary Club to 
assist in the education of qualified stu-
dents within the Florissant Rotary's 
service area. Therequirements forquali-
fication for the loans are as follows: 
1. A candidate must reside in the 
Florissant Rotary Club service area. 
(North St. Louis County. north of High-
way 270). 
2. A candidaie must have completed a 
minimum of 60 semester hours at an 
accredited college or university. 
3. A candidate must have a cumulative 
grade point average not less than 2.50. 
4. A candidate must complete the Flo-
Ro Trust Loan application and provide 
all required materials. 
5. A candidate must be enrolled for a 
minimum of 12 semester credit hours 
during the semester of the loan period 
for a bachelor's degree, or 10 semester 
credit hours for a graduate degree. 
6. A candidate may not borrow more 
than $2.000.00 per application. 
7. The totalcumulative loans to anyone 
applicant may not exceed the sum of 
$6,000.00. 
8. A candidate may not apply more than 
twice during an academic year. 
9. A candidate must present him or 
herself for an interview by the Flo-Ro 
Trust Board. 
10. A candidate shall repay the loan rate 
at a minimum of$50.00per month. The 
interest rl!te shall be the prevailing stu-
dent loan rate at the time of graduation. 
Payments shall begin no later than 6 
months after graduation, however, no 
interest sh:ul bechll1'ged,duriJ)g the time 
that the borrower is a student. 
If you are interested in this program and 
would qualify, you are encouraged to 
contact Mr. Ronald Schmidt at 80 I St. 
Francis Street, Florissant, MO 63031 or 
call(314)921-5100. 
Rural Missouri, Inc 
If you have been employed as a 
farm worker in the past two years, you 
may be eligible to receive free tuition 
assistance for your education. If you 
have worked as a farm, orchard, green-
house or poultry/egg production em-
ployee, you may qualify. To obtain 
details and the fieldrepresentativeclos-
est to you call 1-800-234-4971. 
The John Gyles Education Fund 
Scholarship 
The John. Gyles Education Fund is a 
private, benevolent endeavor estab-
lished six years ago with the help of a 
Canadian/American benefactor. Each 
year fmancial assistance is available to 
students in both Canada and the United 
States. Full Canadian or American citi-
zenship is a requirement Awards are 
available to both male and female stu-
dents for all areas of post-secondary 
study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is 
required. Criteria other than strictly 
academic ability and financial need are 
considered in the selection process. 
Selected students will receive up to 
$2,500.00. Deadline is Novemher 15. 
Applications must be mailed by this 
date. To receive an application please 
send a stamped ·.·(US 32 cents). self-
addressed, standard letter size ( No. 10) 
envelope to the following address: The 
John Gyles Education Fund, Attention: 
R. James Cougle, Administrator. P. O. 
Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive, 
Fredericton. New Brunswick Canada 
ESB5G4. 
Peter D. Courtois Concrete Con-
struction Scholarship Program 
These awards are open to any under-
graduate student in the United States of 
Canada. The student shall have 
achieved senior status in a four year or 
longer undergraduate program in engi-
neering. construction, or technology 
during the year for which awards are 
presenter. ~ awards will be made on 
the basis of demonstrated interest and 
ability to work in the field of concrete 
construction. 
* The student must have a course load 
of 6 or more credit hours each semester 
during the period for which the award is 
made. 
* The studentmustbe aseniorduring the 
year for which the award is made (not 
necessarily at the time of application). 
* Transcripts, recommendations, and 
an essay must be submitted as outlined 
on tl.te application form. 
Appji'cations available ~ the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall. 
Application must be r~!ved by Feb-
ruary 1, 1997. 
',..1 
PREREOmSITE: ADRENAUNE 
Drive. Intensity. Those aren 't your character, confidence and 
words you're likely to see in many decision -making skills. Again, 
course requirements . Then again words other courses seldom use. 
Army ROTC is unlike a ny other But they're the credits you need to 
elective. It's hands-on excite- succeed in life . ROTC is open to 
ment. ROTC will challenge you freshmen and soph omores with -
mentally a n d phys ica lly lEADERSHIP out obligation a nd requires 
through intense leadership about five hours per week. Reg -
training. Training that builds ~ ister this term for Army ROTC. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visit Room 301, Hcmis Hall or call 
341-4744 
.""c£i~TIGEIONE W~ )\I:~~RESSJ INC. . 
'Tiger Air Express, Inc. 
Announces' 
Round Trip Airport Shuttle Service To 
and From St. Louis Lambert Airport 
Six Times Daily - 365 Days Per Year 
A convenient way t o travel t.o St. Loui s o r 
Springfi e ld . . 
(417) 581-3440 or 888-844-3704 
Offer Expires 11/15/96 
1 coupon per pen:on 
SUNSATIONS TANNING PARADISE 
108 S: Bishop 
Rolla, MO 65401 
(573) 364-8814 
15% discount off tanning packages w/UMR 10 
Illusions Hair Salon 
704 No' Bishop (next to Domino's) 
Rolla, MO 65401 
Need that "Not So (Treat", "fastfood" 
haircut fixed? Penn or color correction? Or just 
quality fullservice? Our team is made' up of only 
the most talented hairdressers,. with cosmepolitan 
knowledge and experiece from outside the Rolla area! 
Michelle Constable, Daniel Earney, Linda Bowling, 
Tommie Snelson, Michelle Helton 
364-6965 
:/: J, Copies for 
. \ (;,I - ~: Students 
TRIAD'S 
~ O~~. 
AmBricB's Offics Supplier 
630 South Bishop. Rolla, MO 65401 . 
Phone: 573.364.2485 
. Fax: 573.341.8372 
Mon.-Fri . 8:00 - 5:30 
NORTH STAR -
COMPUTER SALES 
... SERVICE AND REPAIR 
... CUSTOM BUILT SYSTEMS 
... COMPONENTS 
... FAST AND EASY ORDERING 
... COMPETITIVE PRICING 
1007 PINE ST. SUITE B3 · 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 
364-0512 
-<Pi? ~November :::::::::;;; 
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